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Bike Coop Cancelled due to Reckless Behavior

LEWISTON, MAINE

Misconduct
Threatens
Weekend
Night Service
at Milt's
ZOE ROSENTHAL

DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

BRIANA GERRISH/THE BATES STUDENT

Campus bike racks remain unfilled in the wake of the bike coop's recent cancellation.
ZOE ROSENTHAL

DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

After a significant expansion this year, the free
cooperative bicycle program originally launched
in 2007 was cancelled. In an October 1 Announce
e-mail, Bates environmental coordinator Julie
Rosenbach said she was forced to pull the plug on
the program after several weeks of bike mistreat¬
ment and an exponential increase in the number
of unlocked bikes. The coop program had a fleet
of 25 bikes, accessible to the 150 students that
registered with Rosenbach at the beginning of the
school year. Each participant was issued a key,
free of charge, that allowed him or her to unlock
any of the bikes on campus.
During the first few weeks of the semester,
Rosenbach almost immediately noticed that many
bikes were periodically left unlocked. She and
other staff members always locked these bikes as
they were discovered. However, it gradually be¬
came apparent that a large portion of the fleet was
frequently left with no locks at all. Since the coop

was a shared program, it was impossible to track
each bike back to one individual.
As the semester progressed, many of the bikes
were mistreated to the point where they required
extensive repairs. Over the past few weeks the Of¬
fice of Environmental Sustainability removed these
bikes from the campus, the number of,out-of-cir¬
culation bikes reaching 13 in total. Rosenbach said
she intentionally used very “simple” bikes for the
program, anticipating their less-than-gentle treat¬
ment. “This behavior stretches far beyond [gentle
handing],” said Rosenbach, explaining that there
was damage to all parts of the bikes.
Most recently, two units were found poorly
damaged and abandoned leaning against build¬
ings, and one bike was found submerged in Lake
Andrews. “While I was well aware that there were
issues with [the bike program] that needed to be
addressed, finding a bike in the Puddle made us
realize how necessary it was to end the program
and completely reevaluate the way the coop oper¬
ated,” said Rosenbach. “I understand that it [was]
really only a handful of people who were being
destructive, but I had to choose to end the pro¬

gram because there had to be some kind of conse¬
quence.”
Rosenbach emphasized that the bike coop
program will not be gone for good. She hopes to
reinstate the program in the future with significant
changes, either this Winter or Fall semester 2010.
In total, ten bikes needed repair before they could
be recirculated. The large sum of money that this
process necessitates will in part determine when
the program can be reinstated.
In the future, Rosenbach said she will consider
significantly limiting the number of students par¬
ticipating in the program, or assigning one bike
to only one person. In an effort to create an add¬
ed sense of respect for the program on campus,
Rosenbach plans to enlist the help of students to
work with her in spearheading revision plans.
“This [was] a program intended to benefit the
students,” said Rosenbach. “Plenty of students
used and enjoyed the bikes and it was formatted
to be a true win-win situation.. .Students were able
to avoid bringing their own bikes to campus, get
around sustainably and build community [through
shared resources].”

Security had been dispatched to Milt’s twice
on Saturday, September 261*1, before co-manager
Shawn Collins called Dining Services Director
Christine Schwartz. The degree of unruly and un¬
safe behavior at the store had escalated over the
course of the evening and by 12:30 a.m. Collins
asked Schwartz if he should close Milt’s for the
night. When one student threw a peer into the
sliding glass partitions that separate the store from
the hallway, the Milt’s staff members crossed a
threshold. “To be pushed to where [Collins] thinks
he has to close...made me realize we were at a
breaking point,” said Schwartz.
While Schwartz was aware that incidents in¬
volving student disorder were gradually increas¬
ing at the late night food venue, she chose to take
concrete action after last weekend’s phone call.
In an announce email sent to the College commu¬
nity on September 29, Schwartz said she would be
forced to reevaluate the late night Milt’s schedule
if students did not revise their conduct notably.
An enlarged copy of the email was posted in two
visible locations within Commons.
“At the beginning of every year, [Milt’s] typical¬
ly sees a certain amount of problematic behavior,
but everything usually settles down within a week
or two,” said Schwartz. This year, however, the
number of incidents not only failed to subside,
but continued to build in volume, she explained.
Milt’s staff members are repeatedly left with
messy facilities at the end of Friday and Saturday
nights. It has become commonplace, Schwartz
said, for vomit to be found in both the hallway
and seating booths multiple times in one week¬
end. Condiments are often left smeared into ta¬
bles or onto the floor, and often in a manner sug¬
gesting purposeful intent. Schwartz emphasized
that at the end of a long evening, it is then up
to the Milt’s staff to clean this undue mess left
by customers.
Furthermore, Schwartz lamented that Milt’s
See DINING SERVICES, page 5

Debate Council Champions UVM Tournament,
Rockets into International Circuit
PALO PEIRCE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Brooks Quimby Debate Council members
Ian Mahmud ’12 and Colin Etnire T2 won the
Robert Huber Memorial Debates at the Univer¬
sity of Vermont last weekend. The pair finished
first out of 76 participating teams. For his perfor¬
mance, Etnire was also named third place Var¬
sity speaker overall for the tournament.
In addition to the pair’s success, several
other Bates students performed exceptionally.
Andrew Wong ’12 and Micrea Lupu ’ll broke
to the quarterfinal round, and Ariela Silberstein ’10 and Nate Sweet ’ll narrowly missed
the break, finishing just one place behind the
final team chosen.
The council’s performance at UVM “shows
the depth of talent that exists on the team and
foreshadows a successful season,” said team

coach and rhetoric Professor Jan Hovden.
The Huber Memorial Debates' field size was
the largest of any tournament the BQDC has
won since early 1995, and only the second tour¬
nament of any size since 2005. The winning pair
was seeded 4th overall heading into the break,
and won the final round as the second govern¬
ment team supporting the motion, “This House
would allow Iran to acquire nuclear weapons.”
Mahmud summarized their argument: “by dem¬
onstrating that Iran would not use nuclear weap¬
ons and that it was impossible to prevent Iran’s
acquisition of such weapons, we were able to
prove that it would be logical to allow Iran to
continue their nuclear program.”
The victory also marked the first time that
Etnire and Mahmud broke at the varsity level
in any tournament, accumulating only nov¬
ice breaks last year as freshmen. In order to
break, a team must last through the first six

qualifying rounds to reach the quarterfinals,
comprised of 16 teams. “Colin and Ian de¬
served to win the Vermont tournament,” said
Hovden of the pair’s performance. “They are
incredibly talented and are some of the hard¬
est working debaters whom I’ve had the plea¬
sure of coaching”.
However, the club also supports a team-first
mentality, noted Etnire. “I am extremely proud
of winning the championship, however even
more excited for the success of the entire club”
he said. “We’re looking to transfer this success
into confidence for the rest of the season.”
Last weekend’s debates were the first British
Parliamentary style tournaments that any of the
four breaking debaters had competed in, with
their first practice rounds in the style taking
place just under a week prior to the tournament.
British style debate is different from American
style debate in that the motions are closed, or

determined by those who run the tournament,
rather than the debaters themselves. Addition¬
ally, four teams participate in each round, as op¬
posed to just two in the American system. British
Parliamentary is the debate style used in major
international competitions.
All three pairs of Brooks Quimby Debaters
were sent to UVM in preparation for future in¬
ternational debate competitions. UVM was the
first stop in the prep cycle, with Yale’s IV tourna¬
ment in late October, the Oxford and Cambridge
championships in the middle of November, and
finally the World Championships hosted by Koc
University in southern Turkey at the end of the
year. This weekend the debate team will be at
Harvard University and looks to repeat its recent
successes, according to Etnire. The debate team
meets every Monday, Wednesday and Thursday
at 4:15 p.m. in Pettigrew 309 and is open to all
Bates students.
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Staff Editorial

The Real Purpose of a Liberal Arts Education
To the Editor:

Resulting from a recent spike in reckless and disrespectful behavior among
the student body, both the cancellation of the cooperative bicycle program, and
Dining Services’ pending revision of Milt’s weekend operations indicate that so far
this year we have failed to live up to the level of maturity the College (rightfully)
expects of us.
While our college years are certainly a time to let loose and enjoy our youth,
it is crucial that we remain aware that the actions we take have consequences that
affect not only ourselves, but the Bates community at large. Because of the choices
a few students made, we lost what was an excellent and sustainable addition to the
community - the bike coop. Now, we are also in critical danger of losing late night
access to one of our favorite weekend dining establishments.
These actions show a blatant disrespect for the numerous members of the Bates
staff who work diligently every day to make our experience as wonderful as it is.
To assume that a Milt’s worker will clean up one’s vomit reveals selfishness and en¬
titlement. Furthermore, the College created both the bike coop and Milt’s specifical¬
ly for our benefit. By behaving so immaturely we essentially tell the administration
to seriously reconsider their offerings. These programs are privileges, not rights.
It is clear that Bates students know how to properly conduct themselves when
dining in Commons during regular hours. Beyond the occasional abandoned plate
or mug, we are generally capable of finishing meals without leaving any significant
mess. Our ordinary treatment of dining staff is also a far cry from what has been
displayed during evening food service at Milt’s. We must consider, as a community,
how these recent incidents may reflect the general respect that the student body
has for Dining Services.
It is important to realize that the students responsible for these altercations are
not the only ones who should be blamed. It is the responsibility of us all, as mem¬
bers of the Bates community, to reject the role of the bystander. We must actively
challenge ourselves to hold each other accountable for inappropriate behavior and
remedy the situation at hand as best we can. If you see a fellow student ready to
launch a bicycle into Lake Andrews, call them out on it, or phone Security imme¬
diately.
If we are not self-regulating, we will fail to set an appropriate standard of be¬
havior, and the types of incidents that have occurred in the past few weeks will
only multiply before spiraling out of control entirely. What else can we lose? Plenty.
The myriad programs, events and services we currently have access to exist be¬
cause students in years past maintained responsible behavior.
There is no denying that alcohol played a heavy role in both of these cases.
Bates students have been drinking since 1855, yet they have by-and-large done so
in a mature fashion. Did we ever seen the Den’s weekend night hours threatened
in years past? No. Though many of its patrons were indeed inebriated, they did not
allow their compromised states to create an unclean and unsafe environment. What
has suddenly changed?
It is possible that this sudden spark in raucous behavior is somehow related to
the excitement associated with a new school year. Yet, if anything, we as students
should be using these early weeks to prove to the larger Bates community that we
will do our part to create another safe, fun and memorable year.
We must recognize that our college experience hinges upon negotiating a bal¬
ance between enjoying the freedoms and privileges we receive as Bates students,
and maintaining the degree of responsibility and maturity expected of us as adults.
Staff editorials reflect the majority opinion of The Bates Student Editorial Board.

Correction: The piece titled “Unmasked,”
featured in the September 29th article, “Alumni
Art Show explores Postmodern Identity,” was
created by Tonya Taylor ’02.
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In last week's issue of The Student,
Blaise Lucey 10 discussed the need for
Bates to create classes to prepare us
specifically for the job search and for
life after graduation. 1 would like to of¬
fer a few points that may cause people
to reconsider this point of view.
Bates is the quintessential liberal
arts college. From the veiy first day
we are encouraged to explore various
academic and non-academic paths in
order to better understand our interests
in the hope that we will choose a major
that suits us best. That is also why we
have General Education requirements
(or General Education Concentrations
for non-seniors): we are expected to
survey a variety of subjects so that we
leave Bates as well-rounded individu¬
als.
In my experience, a liberal arts edu¬
cation is supposed to accomplish three
things. The first is to teach us how to

think critically. There is a reason we
are pushed to read the works of the
great philosophers or asked to reason
our way through a chemistry problem
set or required to write analytical pa¬
pers on political systems. The fact that
in order to graduate we have to fulfill
a variety of requirements in different
areas helps us learn how to think criti¬
cally in many different ways. This has
value. The hope is that once we are
in the “real world,” we will be able to
make sense of challenging tasks.
The second aspect of a liberal arts
education is to encourage us to interact
with people of different: backgrounds,
interests and ways of thinking. As an
art history major, I can assure you that
the way I go about solving a problem is
very different from the way my friend
majoring in neuroscience, or anthro¬
pology, or even studio art does. It is
sometimes a challenge to make sense
of the way others reason, but the idea
is that once we leaves Bates we will be

forced to work with people that most
likely have not had our same or even
similar experiences.
This leads me to my final point: by
getting a well-rounded education it is
expected that we will be able to write
that cover letter, ace that interview,
and “make it” in the big world of busi¬
nesses, non-profits and academia. And
if you feel that your education hasn’t
brought you this far or that it hasn’t
taught you to think critically and pre¬
pare adequately for the job search and
ultimately your career, I recommend
you visit the Office of Career Services.
There is no doubt that we are entering
the job market at a difficult time; how¬
ever, 1 strongly believe that Bates has
equipped us with the knowledge and
skills that we need for life after college.

Chiara Passerini TO

Questions? Complaints? Reactions?
Send a letter to the editor.
All letters may be sent to Mariam Alam at malam@bates.edu
by 6 p.m. on Sundays.

Bring Back the
Old Harvest Dinner
Parents and Family Weekend Tradition Lacked
Sense of Community, Autumn Fare that Defined It
REGINA TAVANI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

For the last four
years, my parents and
I have taken Bates up
on its offer of a Harvest
Dinner on the Saturday evening of Par¬
ents and Family Weekend. We found
the Bates-based, community oriented
event (many of my friends and their
parents attended and dined with us as
well) a perfect contrast to the meal out
at a restaurant with just the three of
us the evening before. With so many
of us spending the bulk of the week¬
end taking family to Freeport, Portland
and elsewhere, the dinner served as
a great way to bring campus itself
back onto the table.
I know my parents were not
the only ones who were met with
shock last Saturday when they
entered not Underhill Arena, but
Commons, to find they would not
be served a traditional American
meal cooked up from local ingre¬
dients, but the same old Commons
food their children eat every day,
dressed up ever so slightly to ap¬
pear as though it was worth $12.50.
General Tso’s Chicken...with
broccoli? Brick oven pizza...topped
with macaroni and cheese? Dining
Services gets a few brownie points for
the lobster-stuffed haddock (it’s the
least Bates can do to compete with
Bowdoin) but otherwise, the eve¬
ning’s selection looked to be the after¬
product of an enormous culinary ex¬
periment gone awry, with our parents
as the guinea pigs. I’m not even going
to get started on the “Indian pudding”
at the dessert station, which was not,
by any stretch of the imagination, an
authentic Indian dessert.
But the lackluster food was only
half of the issue. The Harvest Dinner’s
previous location in Underhill accom¬
modated only those families who had
signed up for the meal, creating a sense
of cohesion. I’m all for community, but
in this particular case, Bates carried the
idea of everyone eating in one location
a bit too far. Our parents didn’t pay to
battle for a table in a crowded dining
hall filled with students grabbing their
typical Saturday night meals. I suspect
they would have gladly paid more to
dine in an organized, easily-navigable,
catered environment. After all, parents
need a GPS to navigate Commons even
when it’s empty, let alone at its peak
hours. If our parents wanted an authen¬
tic Commons experience, they could

have gotten it at breakfast or lunch by
paying the respective $6.00 or $7.50 (al¬
though I’ve heard that Saturday’s lunch
was quite a letdown this year as well).
The general atmosphere in Com¬
mons during these hours was so chaotic
it was difficult to fully enjoy the meal.
I recall, by contrast, very relaxed and
low-key dinners in Underhill in years
past. My party had to split between two
tables and also had to sit upstairs. I felt
isolated; in years past, I’d always bump
into other fthe families of other friends
with whom I was not sitting. This year,
many of them were downstairs and,
amidst all of the hustle and bustle, I
never got a chance to see them. It was
also a real blast adding two flights of

”... the evening’s selection
looked to be the after-product
of an enormous culinary ex¬
periment gone awry, and our
parents were the guinea pigs. "

stairs to the process of chaperoning my
parents around Commons to ensure
they caused no small fires or other un¬
due harm to the building.
The decorations were quite lack¬
luster as well. The tables could have
been clothed, and some of the au¬
tumn harvest paraphernalia moved
into the | actual dining room. The ta¬
bles upstairs were not even decorated
with flowers. By and large, my parents
were not happy campers and began
deeply regretting that we had not in¬
stead gone out to dinner that night.
If whoever was in charge of Parents
and Family Weekend programming had
more accurately advertised the changes
made to the meal for this year, we could
have skipped the event altogether. But
other than a curiously lower fee for the
two of them and key-card access for me,
my parents were in no way informed
that the Harvest Dinner this year would
in fact be a glorified Commons meal.
The general consensus among my
friends and their families was that it
was unfair of the College to change
this tradition with no clear explanation
or warning. I suspect the major impe¬
tus for the relocation to Commons was
a lack of sufficient funds, but Bates
should have been more upfront about
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this reality. Like the Harvest Dinner held
for students the week before Thanks¬
giving each year, the Parents and Fam¬
ily Weekend Harvest Dinner is a timeheld tradition that for many families has
been a definitive part of the weekend.
If Bates can no longer afford the
Underhill venue and catered food, oth¬
er options exist to retain at least some
of what defined the meal. Perhaps the
dinner could be held in a smaller ven¬
ue, such as Muskie, and the number of
tickets limited accordingly. Any venue
but Commons would have sufficed, as
it would have separated the event from
the chaos of our dining hall.
If the same food served in years
past has become too costly, perhaps
they could have cut one or two
items off of the menu. But when I
hear “Harvest Dinner,” I think turkey
and mashed potatoes, not seared
pork loin and pizza. And I think
(and crave) pumpkin pie, not white
chocolate raspberry cheesecake.
Even if the usual food was
simply too expensive, the least Bates
could have done was renamed the
dinner. “Commons Culinary Ex¬
perimentation Night,” would have
been quite appropriate, or perhaps
“A Recession-Friendly Dinner for
Parents.” Yes, Fishbones and Fuel,
would have ended up with much more
cash in their pockets than Bates at the
end of the night, but false advertising is
never okay, especially when it comes to
our parents, who are the ones keeping
Bates financially afloat each semester.
I know I speak on behalf of quite a
few of my fellow classmates and their
parents when I request the following:
Bates, please bring back the real Har¬
vest Dinner next year (even though my
fellow seniors and I will not be here to
partake in it). Even if finances force you
to modify it, please attempt to retain
the meal’s two most important qualities:
an event separate from dining hours at
Commons, and an event focused pri¬
marily on traditional “fall” fare. And if
even that is too difficult to swing, then
at least give our parents warning ahead
of time.
I missed the classic Harvest Dinner
this weekend. I don’t think I’ll say a year
from now that I missed a chaotic, noisy,
lackluster dinner in Commons with my
parents, nor their discovery, after all
these years, of the copious amounts of
pizza, desserts and other junk food I
consume there every night. If only for
that, Bates, please, return Harvest Din¬
ner to its character of years past for Par¬
ents and Family Weekend 2010.

*
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The “Good Old Days”
of Shopping with Mom
JAMIE CRAGNOLINE
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR

As Parents and
Family
Weekend
approached, I an¬
ticipated the arrival
of my parents. I knew that we would
eat in Commons, go to a movie, eat
in Commons, go apple picking, eat in
Commons, maybe see an a cappella
concert and heck, maybe eat in Com¬
mons (if you did not infer, my par¬
ents are huge fans of Commons). Like
many people, however, I also hoped
that my parents would perhaps entice
me with a trip to Freeport or Portland,
and I could play up how desperately
I needed this or that. I’m not big on
spending my own money these days,
so I took this opportunity to milk my
parents for anything they might give
their beloved only daughter during
her last year of college. Sadly, my par¬
ents rarely fall for this trick and did
not offer a shopping spree this past
Parents Weekend. I grow nostalgic for
the days when my mother bought all
my clothes, no questions asked. This
stopped abruptly when I turned four¬
teen and it became legal for me to
work most jobs in New Hampshire.
Those were the good old days...or
were they?
As a wee one, I remember the an¬
nual search for a winter coat and win¬
ter boots. I wanted, more than anything
else, the hot pink boots with the pur¬
ple trim around the top. Each year as

the leaves fell and frost began to cover
the ground, I begged for these boots. I
would have even accepted purple boots
with pink trim -1 am just that agreeable.
However, I soon learned tHat I could
never have them, because my boots,
coats, hats and basically everything I
owned needed to be handed down to
my younger brother. I ask, what would
have been so wrong with my brother
riding out a winter or two with magen¬
ta galoshes? I think it might have been
good for him. It was certainly no dif¬
ferent than me spending every winter
month clad in moss green, royal blue,
and fire-engine red, colors as equally re¬
pulsive to me at the time as pink was to
my brother. Alas, I believe I was in high
school before I had boots that were
mine and mine only. This was probably
only because my mom assumed that my
feet were done growing at this point - a
great misconception.
I also spent the majority of my
childhood in clothing that was approxi¬
mately three sizes too large for me. The
philosophy behind this strategy was
that something purchased for me when
I was seven would last for the next ten
years, roughly. I am all for being thrifty,
but I do find this approach a bit ex¬
treme. I never grew quite as much as
anticipated, and I remember flopping
about in shoes that resembled scuba
flippers and getting lost in jackets that
were big enough for three of me. My
mom did not seem to care, as long as
we were “getting our money’s worth.”
Even after I began buying clothes for
myself, it took me several years to re¬
cover, as I continued buying clothing

much too big for me.
Another thing I recall poignant¬
ly from my youth is my style dur¬
ing those fragile, debilitating middle
school years. If my sixth-grade self
were transported to the present,
my style would have been dead-on.
Skinny, tapered jeans, patterned leg¬
gings, large tunics, oversized glasses
- I would have been all the rage.
Unfortunately, none of this flew in
1999- I remember apologetic glanc¬
es, awkward pointing and sly snick¬
ers. I knew it was my clothes that
elicited this negative response when
one of my criticizing classmates
asked me, “Why are you still wearing
those straight jeans?” Her tone was
similar to how one might ask, “How
did you get leprosy?” I wanted a pair
of flared jeans more than anything in
the world. However, this deviant arti¬
cle of clothing was not popular with
my mother, or perhaps it reminded
her too much of her teenage years.
Nevertheless, I continued marching
to the beat of my own drum with my
skinny jeans in an age when this was
far from acceptable.
Looking back over all my fashion
faux pas and style sufferings over the
years, I shudder and rejoice that those
days are gone. I argue that my mother is
the underlying cause of all my clothingrelated misery - keeping me in size XXL
sweaters and out of the oh-so-trendy
flared jeans. Yet, as Parents Weekend
rolled around, would I turn down a
shopping trip to Freeport on my moth¬
er’s bill, if offered? Absolutely not. Luck¬
ily for me, oversized sweaters are in.

Why Don’t We Say
Hello to Strangers?
BEN SMITH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you walk down a street in any city,
in any country, you will inevitably cross
someone’s path. Imagine this situation:
an individual walking down the same
side of the same street, same city, same
country, heads towards you at a brisk
pace. Already you feel your heart beat¬
ing faster as you nervously speed up.
You subconsciously wish to minimize
the time shared between you and this
stranger. As the two of you cross paths,
you avert your eyes and breeze past the
stranger without so much as a “hello.”
Rewind. Why? It happens every day
to everybody. We are always meeting
people - different people, weird peo¬
ple, friendly people, cool people, just
plain people. Yet, our connections are
usually limited to the two to three sec¬
ond span it takes to walk past them.

Again, why? I would first like to state
that I do not wish to be presumptuous.
For you, my reader, might enjoy exist¬
ing in the small portion of humanity
that anywhere willingly engages a com¬
plete stranger in dialogue for the pure
pleasure of making the world a smaller
place.
However, for most of us, including
myself, this is not true. For example,
on weekends, I used to ride the sub¬
way under the streets of Boston. One
of my favorite, somewhat creepy, pas¬
times was to sit and observe the crew
of characters joining me for my ride into
the city. Each individual resided inside
the train within a personal bubble, com¬
pletely isolating himself or herself from
the twenty other passengers sharing the
same odyssey. Everyone else might as
well have been a statue: incapable of
talking. People read books and listen to
i-Pods, and the Metro newspaper seems
to be the perfect media-sanctioned es¬
cape from human relationships. The

social dynamic between strangers pres¬
ents a unique situation. Humans are
said to be social creatures, but, unless
we are forced to remain open, many
times we retract ourselves into a protec¬
tive comfort zone.
Uniquely, college attains a higher
level of human relationship. Hundreds,
possibly thousands, of eighteen-yearolds are dragged from their established
domains and tossed into one big melt¬
ing pot. Your familiar settings with fa¬
miliar friends and activities no longer
exist. Here, welcoming people into
your personal life becomes an obvi¬
ous and essential prerogative. Suppos¬
edly, college is the best four years of
our lives. What makes it so different
from the outside world? The parties?
The education? The people? Yes, all of
these things, but more importantly the
desire to say hello to that stranger walk¬
ing down the same side of the street
in the same city, in the same country.
Take advantage of it.

BATES RATES

The Comforting
Awkwardness of
Parents and
Family Weekend
LIZ MILLER
STAFF WRITER

As college stu¬
dents, we are accus¬
tomed to being sur¬
rounded by people
our own age, all the time. There¬
fore, the bombardment of hun¬
dreds of actual, responsible adults
during Parents and Family Week¬
end throws us for a loop. Sure, we
embrace the constant presence of
teachers and staff, and the occa¬
sional visit from a parent over the
course of the year. However, with
the exception of Parents Weekend,
never does such a large number
of adults, who are also inevitably
fascinated with us, muddle with
our ordinarily well-balanced terri¬
tory. When the parents hit, we at
once feel our world tilt. With their
eyes upon us, we can no longer
fart at the dinner table. We must
poise ourselves to meet any as¬
sortment of moms and dads, and
smile through the flood of paren¬
tal smothering. Yet, despite such
clumsiness, we feel a sense of
comfort. Having parents around
gives us something else to think
about beyond our daily objective
of wreaking havoc. I am a huge fan
of Parents Weekend because, let’s
be honest, Bates students thrive off
of awkwardness, which is implicit
in the event.
Living for nine months on one little
campus, we have become accustomed
to seeing our peers running to class, or
hooking up with fellow classmates on
the weekend. It becomes easy to for¬
get they have parents or that they even
have other lives outside of this school.
We forget where people are from and
that they had many years before life at
Bates College. Now this can really make
meeting someone’s parents awkward.
You’re at an adult-sanctioned social
event for parents over Parents Week¬
end and you run into a girl from your
English class. You know, that girl you
sit next to every Tuesday and Thurs¬
day, with whom you exchange witty
jokes and then drink with at parties, but
know very little about. Suddenly, here
you are, face-to-face, each of you with
parents by your side and you can’t re¬
member anything about her, not even
her name. She just said “Hi,” so you
can’t avoid her now. You feel suddenly
asthmatic and don’t know what to do.
Both sets of parents expect an introduc¬
tion. But then, your parents start talking
and you eventually find out her name is
Alice, she’s from Connecticut, and she
loves chocolate cake. Wow, the things

you learn on Parents Weekend.
Generally, parents you meet
throughout the weekend want to know
about you. It might come off as gawky
and forced, but most parents are still
truly genuine. They want to make sure
their children aren’t going to school
with a psychopath. We all pretend to
hate casual questions like, “What are
you doing after college?” and “What
kind of classes are you taking?” But,
let’s be real here, who doesn’t like talk¬
ing about themselves? Go ahead and
be modest and embarrassed, but don’t
pretend like it’s not an ego booster. Pa¬
rental probing gives you that chance to
talk about your amazing experience in
Tibet or your intense double major that
many Bates students just won’t take the
time to hear about.
I’m lucky in the sense that I get
along well with my parents. I look for¬
ward to the time I get to spend talk¬
ing to them. But not every student feels
the same way. I know many people
who cringe at the thought of having to
spend a whole weekend with their par¬
ents. Yet, that’s what Parents Weekend
is all about, whether you like it or not. I
think Bates purposefully does not plan
very many interesting events through¬
out the weekend so that students are
forced to spend time with their parents.
Sure, there is the occasional art show or
lecture, but other than that, there really
just isn’t much going on. It’s not like
you can just send your parents away,
casually suggesting, “Oh, hey, Mom and
Dad. I know you just drove 9 hours
up here to see me, but I really need
to go, um, work on my lab report with
a friend.” I like to believe that no one
with any sort of soul would ever do
that. Also, the majority of the weekend
is scheduled around meals- very tacti¬
cally planned, Bates. What better time
is there to spend talking to your par¬
ents than at the dinner table? After all,
would you really make your parents sit
awkwardly in the corner of Commons
while you relive last night’s adventures
with friends across the room? I really
hope not (though I do admit I’ve seen
it happen).
Parents Weekend is about spend¬
ing time with other Bates parents and
learning to be an adult. College isn’t
the real world, as much as some of us
would like it to be. We spend our days
walking around in ripped sweaters and
sweatpants, nodding to a sea of faces
we know only by minimal association.
It’s good for us to meet and talk with
the people from the real world. Enjoy
the infrequency of these interactions
now, because once the real world hits,
it’ll be Parents Weekend every day.

IS i git?
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Parents and Family
Weekend

U

Hey Mom and Dad! Ignore
the sixty beer cans in my
recycling bin.

The age of a bank teller who told a would-be robber to get out of
the bank.At her reprimand, the man fled. "He's probably not going to
brag about this to any of his friends," said the local police captain.

21
Nothing says "Welcome to
Bates" like macaroni and
cheese pizza.

Harvest Dinner

The age of a woman who was carded when she attempted to buy
teaspoons in a British store.

The age of a Texan boy who shot a 12.5 foot, 800-pound alligator
with a junior-sized shotgun.
A Capella Show

TT

Thanks to the groups for
distracting our parents for
an hour.

92

The age of a woman who celebrated her birthday by going skydiv¬
ing.

20
Flu Shot Clinic

44

Maybe it would have been
easier to just get the flu...

The number of Fruit Roll-Ups that were reported to the police as sto¬
len. A woman came home to find two teenagers eating the entire box
on her couch.
Source: fark.com
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Life’s a Birch
Thoughts on the Assassination of
the Alumni Walk Birch Trees
BLAISE LUCEY
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR

Something sinister
is happening on the
Alumni Walk - a trag¬
edy that has gone ignored. One by one,
we are losing our birch trees. I first sus¬
pected foul play when I saw that one of
them had been reduced to a sad little
stump. A pink ribbon was still dangling
across its misshapen remains. To my
horror, I realized that other trees were
marked with similar ribbons.
Sure enough, the trees that had
been branded for death were surrepti¬
tiously and methodically murdered. A
patch of grass lies where these proud
little trees once stood for two, maybe
even two-and-a-half years. Now, they
are gone forever.
Some of the cynics may point and
laugh. When Alumni Walk was complet¬
ed at the beginning of the fall semester
of 2007, the idea of birch trees was met
with lukewarm enthusiasm. Many peo¬
ple openly criticized them, stating that
the trees were frail and that they there¬
fore would be unable to make it through
their first winter.
Well, those people were wrong.
The stoic birch trees made it through
a severe ice storm. Sure, many of them

lost branches. Sure, their tiny, battered
figures, huddled so pathetically under¬
neath the weight of February snow,
were probably the most depressing
things on campus. But these ice-en¬
cased birch trees had the perseverance
of Han Solo when he was encased in
whatever it was he was encased in.
They broke out in the spring and they
bloomed and probably made out with
Princess Leia.
This new threat is worse than any
winter weight. There seems to be a
disease that is spreading to each tree
and making the birches quite decid¬
edly less picturesque. You’ll notice
that the ones with pink ribbons are
wilted and balding. They look like
they belong in a graveyard.
Systematically assassinating the
diseased trees seems like a good
idea, but, in reality, Alumni Walk will
be even worse without them. These
birch trees provide what little protec¬
tion we have from the immense awk¬
wardness of a quarter-mile straight¬
away. You can still hide your face
behind them when you see some¬
one who is about three hundred feet
away that you may or may not know
from a party that you went to about
three weeks ago. You know, one of
those “someones” you may have to
wave at but, like, you’re too far away
to see if it really is that kind of some¬

one, so instead you look at your feet
or pretend something really interest¬
ing is to your left.
The larger point is that, without
birch trees, we are going to have those
moments for the entirety of our stiff¬
legged stroll down the social gauntlet
known as Alumni Walk. But here’s my
suggestion: pine trees. The birch trees
had a nice run. Keep the ones that are
resistant to this vicious strain of birch¬
killing H1N1 and replace the ones
who couldn’t pull through.
We don’t have enough pine trees on
campus anyway. If we stuck a few of
them into the graves of the dead birches,
it could really add to the diversity of our
campus and, consequendy, the diversity
that is represented in our brochures. It
would at least be better than transform¬
ing the birchless patches of grass to yet
another pair of stone blocks that some
determined individuals attempt to use
as seats. Or better than filling the space
with another rusty, inscrutable piece of
art like Peter the Great’s Vodka Bottle or
Kim Jong Il’s Glasses.
Plus, if we planted pine trees on the
Alumni Walk, we’d have more places to
pretend to look when we see a “Facebook-Friend-But-Not-Real-Life Friend”
or a “Beer-Pong-Partner-For-One-GameTwo-Months-Ago Friend.” What else can
we do? Life’s a birch.

Institutionalization of
the College Will
Attract the Wrong Type
of Students
MARIAM ALAM
MANAGING FORUM
EDITOR

As a senior in high
school, I applied to
about ten colleges, all of which I now
realize had nothing in common but the
number of trees on their campuses. My
college search had no unifying theme -1
used the “go with your gut” strategy and
chose schools that “felt right.” Rut even
before I was accepted, Bates felt more
right than the rest. Bates had person¬
ality in a way that no other school did:
I liked the odd pictures of owls that
decked the walls of Old Commons;
I liked that my tour guide used the
word “whatnot" thirteen times during
our tour; I liked that the library was
built to look like a bobcat (though the
resemblance is questionable). Bates
appeared to have an odd mixture
of both kitsch and class which set it
apart from every other small, “tightknit” liberal arts college sprinkled
throughout New England.
As I progressed through my early
college years, Bates revealed more of its
little quirks and its oddly charming char¬
acter. I have learned to appreciate that
Carnegie Science Building is built more
like a corn maze than a hall of research
and higher learning. I love that people
only refer to our president as ETH and
that we have a campus-wied party de¬
voted entirely to sporting outlandish fa¬
cial hair. These little eccentricities that I
came to love are telling of Bates’ charm.
They are qualities and experiences that
you could not find at Bowdoin or Colby
or at any of the other seemingly identi¬
cal NESCACs. Bates’ charming quirks are
what have made it a place that I dread
leaving in eight months.
Yet despite the fact that I will always
love Bates, I have realized lately that
our beloved school has lost some of its
charm. Yes, we still have an armed knight
greeting us as we enter Commons, and
Bates has recently placed some flags

over the Garnet Gateway in a charac¬
teristically unaesthetic manner. But, car¬
bon copies of New Rand will soon crop
up to replace the quaint houses of Frye
Street, a place that defined many of my
years at Bates. Slack lines are no longer
allowed on the Quad, and we have a
new website that, although pretty, seems
insubstantial compared to the one we
had until this September. Bates is be¬
coming more and more of an institution
and less of the wonderful anomaly it has
always been in the otherwise homoge¬
neous college world.
I realize that much of this institu-

"Bates is much more than a
place to get a great education
or play on a sports team. It
is a place that is packed with
personality and students who
appreciate it."
tionalization can be credited to Bates’
infamous shortage of funds. With an en¬
dowment that is roughly one-fifth that
of the wealthiest NESCAC school, Bates
has been trying to heighten its appeal
to prospective students, and their pro¬
spective donor parents, by “improving”
upon campus. Bates built a new dining
hall, mowed down some trees to create
Alumni Walk and abandoned some of
the most historic buildings on campus.
True, dotting new buildings all over
campus and making Bates appear akin
to the more financially-successful NES¬
CACs makes sense from a logical stand¬
point. State of the art facilities probably
do look better on paper than buildings
with questionably toxic interiors. And
potential donors would probably pre¬
fer to have a fancy new dorm with their
name on it than to contribute to fixing
the plumbing problems in Chase House.
But in trying to bring Bates into the

future by raising new dorms and aban¬
doning old academic buildings, thereby
turning Bates into an institution rather
than a homey, somewhat eccentric col¬
lege, the administration is trying to ap¬
peal to the wrong crowd. Bates seems
to be consciously choosing to abandon
its character in favor of a more typical
appearance. In making Bates a school
just like every other small liberal arts
college in New England, the adminis¬
tration is asking for an applicant pool
and a student body that is identical to
that of Bowdoin, Colby, Middlebury and
Williams. If Bates continues to follow
the self-destructive remodeling path
it has set out on, the students who
visit Bates will no longer be attracted
to the school by its odd decor or its
seemingly obscure traditions. They
will come to Bates not because of
the “gut feeling” they get when see¬
ing weird pictures of owls on the
dining hall walls, but because of the
up-to-date technology in the science
buildings or some newly-erected
athletic facility. While these are per¬
fectly legitimate reasons to attend a
college, they are, in my opinion, not
good reasons to attend Bates. Bates
is much more than a place to get a great
education or play on a sports team. It is
a place that is packed with personality
and students who appreciate it.
In twenty years, will Bates students
still smile benevolently at the knight
that guards the entrance to Commons
as they walk in to partake in latest bi¬
zarre installment of Adventures in Din¬
ing? Will Bates still have students who
willingly jump into a freezing, polluted
body of water in the middle of the win¬
ter? Or will it have a huge football sta¬
dium in place of our decrepit old track,
filled with people who are glad to live
in plush dorms that lack personality?
When advancing Bates into the new
millennium, the administration must be
mindful to not detract from the school’s
charming character, but rather realize
that what makes Bates special is that it is
not like every other NESCAC.

Outcry Against
Obama’s Denmark
Visit is a Sign of
Partisanship
how not to govern. In that moment
of uncertainty, by deciding that he
was not going to suspend his cam¬
paign, then-candidate Obama gave
Should he have
the public a clear indication that he
gone
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stayed?
was a multitasker. I’m not saying
That is the question.
that this moment was the sole rea¬
President Obama re¬
son that his campaign was success¬
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ful. However, I am saying that it is
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the International Olympic Commit¬
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Dining Services Pushed to Reconsider Late-Night Milt's
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

has been plagued by rampant theft on
the weekend evenings. “I get the feel¬
ing that [students treat it] as a fun little
game,” she said, hypothesizing that it
might be as simple as students becom¬
ing lazy while waiting in the long lines
that grow as the evening progresses.
Students may choose to walk away and
steal an item rather than wait their turn
at the cash register. “The popularity of
[the late night food service at Milt’s]
speaks for itself, but it does result in
crowds and lines,” said Tedd Goundie, Dean of Students. “I don’t know if
some students are looking for instant
gratification or feel they are entitled
to something they are not, but there is
no excuse under any circumstances for
some of the behaviors being reported.”
It has been suggested that the addition
of a second cash register may help to
curb this sort of theft, though Schwartz
disagrees.
Students also take items from the
grill at Milt’s that they did not actually
pay for themselves, which is a partic¬
ular problem during the store’s busi¬
est hours on the weekends. While
grill selections, including Bates Burg¬
ers and Wings of Fire, are ordered
and paid for at the cash register,
students are minutes later prompted
to pick them up when staffers shout
out the customers’ names. However,
Schwartz explained that students
steal items they did not order and did
not pay for as staff members call out

a process for handling misconduct that
results in a sanction less severe than
probation or suspension.”
Other misconduct at Milt’s in¬
cludes the illegal consumption of al¬
cohol. Beer cans and bottles of hard
alcohol are frequently found under
tables or in trashcans, Schwartz said.
The consumption of alcohol is not
allowed at Milt’s, regardless of age,
and hard alcohol is prohibited cam¬
pus wide.
“It is both clear to us,
and obvious, that there is a link be¬
tween alcohol use and the problems
we have been having,” said Schwartz.
“While this may be drunken behavior,
that does not [legitimize it].”
As stated in her September 29
email, Schwartz will continue to moni¬
tor the situation at Milt’s in the follow¬
ing week to determine the best course
of action.
When asked specifically
how the surveillance would occur, she
declined to answer, explaining that she
did not want students to anticipate any
one method. “It is sad that we have
gotten to this point,” said Schwartz. “I
am playing mother to kids who really
should know better.”
Although Schwartz hopes to al¬
low Milt’s every opportunity to con¬
tinue operation, she may ultimately
choose to limit all hot food service
in the evenings. This would allow
staff members to focus on other du¬
ties during the store’s most problem¬
atic hours, Schwartz said. Typically,
four staff members work on Friday
and Saturday evenings.

BRIANA GERRISH/THE BATES STUDENT

Students congregate outside Milts early on a Friday evening. Recently, overcrowding and rowdiness during weekend hours led
to frightening disorder in the space, causing Dining Services to re-evaluate late-night availability.

each prepared order. “It cannot pos¬
sibly be the responsibility of our staff
to keep track of who ordered what
and to then maintain that the right
student is picking up the right order,”
said Schwartz. Identifying student
perpetrators proves difficult, as Milt’s

staff members might observe theft
too late for apprehension.
Two students were caught steal¬
ing from Milt’s during the weekend of
September 25. One student was found
pocketing items on three separate oc¬
casions, with disciplinary action entail¬

ing only a letter of apology to Milt’s
staff members and Dining Services,
Schwartz said. Goundie said he is aware
of only one student who was reported
for theft to Security and the deans. The
identified student, Goundie said, “[was
disciplined] through a Dean’s Review,

Story boost Volunteers Boost German Consul Lectures on
Anniversary of Wall's Fall
Literacy in Local Youth
PAMELA ROSS
NATALIE THOMPSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Storyboost, a statewide program
introduced by University of South¬
ern Maine Professor Margo Woods
in 1993 and staffed in part by Bates
volunteers, works to promote lit¬
eracy amongst under-educated local
youth. Storyboost offers its services
throughout the area, where three of
the five elementary schools the or¬
ganization works with are classified
by standardized test results as “fail¬
ing” according to the No Child Left
Behind act.
Storyboost familiarizes kinder¬
garten students with reading and
provides them with crucial one-onone attention. For one to two hours
per week, volunteers read to small
groups of children in Lewiston kin¬
dergarten classes. By spending twen¬
ty minutes reading aloud and per¬
forming story-relevant activities with
the children, volunteers dramatically
improve the students’ reading abili¬

ties. Participants return to the same
classroom each week, building re¬
lationships with their groups. Lew¬
iston classrooms ask Bates volun¬
teers to be an essential influence
in the elementary students’ lives,”
said Lorena Bustamante, the Stu¬
dent Volunteer Fellow in charge of
organizing Bates’ literacy volunteer
programs at the Harward Center for
Community Fellowships.
Teachers whose classes par¬
ticipate in Storyboost said they see
dramatic, positive results in the chil¬
dren’s reading and comprehension as
the program continues.
According to the Harward Cen¬
ter, the Storyboost program has seen
growing popularity. Bustamante not¬
ed that Storyboost is one of the most
popular community service opportu¬
nities she oversees due to its flexible
schedule and reasonable time com¬
mitment. “It’s important that you real¬
ize what you have to offer, but also
what others can offer to you,” she
said. Bustamante sees Lewiston com¬
munity service as a means for Bates

students to further their education in
a non-academic setting and to build
leadership skills. Batesies can learn
a lot from Lewiston’s kindergartners
- Storyboost not only changes the
lives of kindergarten students, it
also helps Bates students put their
liberal arts education to work in the
real world while sharing their favor¬
ite stories with a new generation,
she explained.
Most college students remember
being read to as a child. Whether
it’s “Cloudy With a Chance of Meat¬
balls” or “Make Way For Ducklings,”
a favorite childhood storybook prob¬
ably elicits fond memories. Although
Bates students may not regard their
early experiences with books as re¬
markable, for children whom have
rarely been read to before arriving at
kindergarten, a special opportunity
for story-time can be both memo¬
rable and life-changing. According
to the American Pediatric Institute,
“An alarming 6.4 million children be¬
tween kindergarten and third grade
now face an illiterate future.”

Elliot '12 Used Stonyfield Yogurt
Lids to Finance Eco-Friendly Gym
Floor in Area Community Center
HILLARY BOK
STAFF WRITER

In a show of personal initiative,
Catherine Elliot T2 decided to enter the
Stonyfield KaBOOM! Double Play Pro¬
gram advertised on the lids of Stony¬
field Farm yogurt containers offered
by Commons in the Fall of 2008. The
Double Play Program was a contest cre¬
ated by the joint efforts of the Stony¬
field Farm company and KaBOOM!, a
national nonprofit based in Washing¬
ton, D.C. and was dedicated to helping
build playgrounds for children in com¬
munities across the country.
A grant of $50,000 was awarded
to the contest winner, Elliot, to fund
a volunteer project that would build
or improve upon a playground or
similar “play space” for children in
the area.
“I saw the contest and I realized a
ton of kids eat yogurt here, and that
Stonyfield yogurt is the' only kind of
yogurt available in Commons,” Elliot
said. “Lewiston/Auburn is also a com¬
munity that has a lot of need, so it was
almost like partnering the supply and
demand.” In order to win, she collected
as many specially-marked yogurt lids
as possible by the contest’s deadline of
*■

%

December 31, 2008.
Elliot spoke with Dining Services
Director Christine Schwartz and be¬
gan posting signs in Commons en¬
couraging people to donate the lids
from their yogurt containers. She also
researched which organization she
should partner with in the communi¬
ty, deciding to contact the Lewiston/
Auburn Branch of the Boys & Girls
Club of America (BGC). She pitched
her idea to local BGC Unit Director
Andrea Hannon.
When Hannon agreed to partner up
with Elliot, she was not expecting any¬
thing big.
“I agreed to it sort of thinking that
nothing would really happen,” Hannon
said. “But Catherine really pulled it off.”
With only a few weeks of the se¬
mester left to actually organize her
efforts, Elliot was ultimately able to
collect and clean 4,679 yogurt lids. A
few months after she mailed in all of
the lids, Stonyfield notified her of her
winning entry.
The grant has helped fund the in¬
stallment of a new, ecologically-friendly gym floor for the Lewiston/Auburn
branch of the BCG.
One of the rules of the contest stip¬
ulated that the grant money be used to
purchase building materials with low

environmental impact.
On September 26 this year, a group
of 15-20 volunteers from Bates helped
install the new gym floor at the local
BGC, which is located in the new Au¬
burn Community Center building.
“Before the grant, they had to make
the dollars stretch. Instead of installing
a new floor in the gym, they just ended
up putting a vinyl covering over con¬
crete, which had been there for the past
15 years,” Elliot said.
According to Hannon, the gym
floor could not have been replaced
without the grant.
“The grant has been incredible. It
has provided an incredible addition to
our building,” Hannon said.
The rest of the money will be used
toward redesigning the play area on the
side lot of the building.
Hannon commented specifically on
Elliot’s initiative.
“She was doing this during the elec¬
tion last year, and she really embod¬
ied Obama’s message in his campaign
about getting involved in the commu¬
nity at the grass roots level,” Hannon
said. “Catherine served as an example
of how to really get involved in the
community for our members, and our
board is now looking at college stu¬
dents differently because of it.”

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

German Consul General Friedrich
Lohr marked the twentieth anniversary
of the fall of the Berlin Wall with a lec¬
ture that described the event’s history,
its cultural relevance and its effect on
German society.
Lohr began his lecture, “Freedom
Without Walls!: Fall of the Berlin Wall
1989-2009,” with a summary of impor¬
tant dates from his country’s history.
He showcased November 9 (the date
of both the Berlin wall’s institution and
destruction), the Beer Hall Putsch that
put Hitler behind bars, and the day
on which Germany was proclaimed a
republic. Lohr’s lecture also provided
a timeline of the wall’s history from
the end of World War II in 1945 to the
wall’s opening in 1989Lohr explained that post-World
War II, the triumphant Allies divid¬
ed Germany into four sectors. In
1949, two German states emerged:
East Berlin and West Berlin. The
wall’s construction began in 1961
and intended to divide the two re¬
gions, separating the inhabitants of
each. Between the hinterland wall
and the westward facing wall was
the infamous No Man’s Land called
the “Death Strip,” Lohr explained.
Guards frequently opened fire on
any who attempted to traverse its
terrain. During the wall’s lifetime,
136 people, mainly East Germans
fleeing to the West, died attempting
to cross it.
Lohr emphasized the role that the
United States government played in
toppling the wall and uniting the Ger¬
man states, considering John F. Ken¬

nedy’s trip to Berlin in 1963, during
which Kennedy famously stated, “Ich
bin ein Berliner.” By 1989, Germans on
both side of the wall began peacefully
protesting the barrier. On November
9, 1989, the wall was finally opened
allowing two states to unite.
Lohr explained that when the wall
fell, he contacted several members of
Parliament to see what they thought.
“I can summarize their feelings in one
word: ‘Wow’.”
A lecture attendee inquired
about the recent German federal
election. Lohr explained how the
two largest political parties in Ger¬
many, the Social Democratic Par¬
ty and the Christian Democratic
Union, sustained major losses due
to overall “failure of leadership.”
Ellen Anderson, who is teaching
“Writing on the Wall” this semester, a
first-year seminar examining the Berlin
Wall’s role in history strongly encour¬
aged her students to attend Lohr’s lec¬
ture. She said that despite their youth,
her student are eager to educate them¬
selves about the wall and its history.
“I’m always impressed at how engaged
my students are with this topic...[even]
students who were born the year the
wall fell and have no personal connec¬
tion to the event,” she said.
Lohr noted that his audience was
relatively young and hoped that it
came away from the experience with
an understanding of the wall’s his¬
torical significance. “I noticed that
most of the attendees are so young
that they do not have practical expe¬
rience of the real, existing wall,” said
Lohr, “and so it was, in a way, a his¬
tory lesson for them - one, however,
with concrete political relevance.”

New Budget Committee
Members Ratified
with student conduct.
Gimbel spoke briefly about the recent
problem Milt’s has encountered with students
behaving inappropriately during the late night
hours on the weekends. He also spoke about
the recent cancellation of the cooperative bi¬
cycle program on campus.
“It’s really a shame. We as a student gov¬
ernment have a platform that we can use to
try to let people know what wrong is hap¬
pening. Once people are made aware of it, I
think they will address it,” Gimbel said.
No new legislation was suggested
or passed. Gimbel encouraged mem¬
bers to start coming up with new legis¬
lation for him to bring to the adminis¬
tration for consideration.
At the end of the meeting, Mikey Pasek T2 brought up issues he felt needed to
be addressed with the General Education
Concentration requirements. This opened
up a discussion about the GECs until the
meeting adjourned.

HILLARY BOK
STAFF WRITER

The
first
order of busi¬
ness at the meet¬
ing on Oct. 5
was the ratifi¬
cation of mem¬
bers to the Bud¬
get Committee.
The
following
people were ap¬
proved to serve on the committee: Liz
Martin TO, Andrew Livingston TO, Palo
Pierce T2, Ramona Lapadus TO and
Daniela Jaeckel TO.
There were no committee reports.
There was also no input from the public.
BCSG President Daniel Gimbel TO
addressed a few issues including prob¬
lems with the doors in the Village and
Smith Hall as well as recent problems
A

A
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Wednesday, October 7
Mindfulness Meditation
12 p.m.
Chapel 101

Competitive Ski Club Info. Session
7: 45 p.m.
Pgill 329

r
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Thursday, October 8
Lecture by Emanuel Xavier, a queer Latino Spoken Word

Tuesday, October 6,2009
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A Capella Groups Captivate
Students and Their Parents
KELLY COX

Manson and Conor Maginn.
Edward Arsnow 10 and Alex Barton 12
were two standout soloists during the group’s
performance of “I Shall Not Walk Alone.” Strong
tenor Liam Zaaijer 12 took the spotlight during the
Deansmen’s last song, “Fliptop Twister of Love.”
The Merimanders, Bates’ all female a capella group,
performed next, opening with “Right As Rain.” The group
also boasted several new members: Caroline Cook 13,
Marisa Mohrer 13, Alex Falsey 13 and Lindsay Thomp¬
son 12. “The Chain,” the Merimanders’ following piece,
established a steadier thythm that was lacking in the previous song. The peak of their performance was a rap
verse from TLCs “Waterfalls,” sung try Molly Radis 10.
Although quite unlike lisa Lopes, Radis delivered the rap
with matching fervor, eliciting much applause.
Take Note, the newest a capella group on campus,
performed next and opened their act with Cindi laupefs
“Time After Time.” Take Note’s set consisted of songs that
are typically considered well-known, triggering some lis¬
teners to sing along The group’s rendition of The Beatles’
“Eleanor Rigby” hit higher notes than any of the other
acts, with solos by Rat Carrol! 11 and Molly Mylius 11.
John Mellencamp’s ‘Jack & Diane” was the group’s final
song. Spencer Collet 13 was a particularly animated solo¬
ist, belting notes with enough force to make the Deans¬
men blush. While Take Note may still need seme time to
establish themselves on campus and find their groove,
they seemed to have the most fun on stage.
As always, The Manic Optimists did not fail to

ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

All five Bates a ca¬
pella groups joined
together Friday night
at 8:30 p.m. to entertain
/
parents, visitors, students
\
and locals at the Lewiston Middie School auditorium. Seats
filled up quickly, leaving many
audience
members
perched
against pillars and walls. Neverthe¬
less, the performers’ beautiful
voices soon commanded the
cramped audience's attention.
The Deansmen, the oldest a
capella group on campus, start¬
ed the show with a moving song
entitled ‘Tonight.” The men were
dressed in their finest tuxes and delivered
a performance that balanced rich hannonies and
beat boxing. The group was visibly well-prepared
and exuded a strong sense of unity, swaying to¬
gether to the beat. Four new first-years “earned
their black bowties” by singing excerpts from
their audition songs, presenting an opportunity
for these novice members to develop stage pres¬
ence and test their gumption. Newly-added firstyears included Hank Woolley, Max Amell, Fritz

Music And the Internet:

How Online Culture Has Transformed The Music Industry
EDWARD STURTEVANT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

To put it simply, the Internet has changed
the world. The modem global society we
have crafted is one our ancestor; would
have been unable to comprehend. Information changes hands, or screens, from country
to country in the blink of an eye, and people
can find nearly anything they want or need
instantaneously. This, of course, includes
music, and the Worid Wide Web has done
its part to revolutionize how the worid thinks
about and receives music media.
With the Internet comes an entirely
new medium of distribution and com¬
munication, and subsequently, new ways
to abuse these mediums. It Is hand to ig¬
nore the negative impact the Internet has
had on musicians. One problem in recent
years is album leakage. In many cases,
someone on the inside of a music proj¬
ect with access to an album in the early
stages of its production will “leak” it onto
the Internet before it has been fully mixed
and mastered. This allows millions to ac¬

cess the album before the intended release
date. More often than not, the quality of
these files is far inferior to what the artist
had intended for audiences to hear, creat¬
ing an unfortunate and unintentional first
impression, not to mention an infringe¬
ment on artists’ rights.
Furthermore, almost anyone, given the
right direction, can download songs or entire
albums for free off the Internet This presents
obvious fiscal ramifications, making it diffi¬
cult for artists to make money from album
sales. If musicians’ biggest fans refuse to pay
tor the music they enjoy, who wiU?
Some artists feel that this Is an inevi¬
tability set into place by the very nature
of the Internet and that the industry must
now find ways to adapt. The recently
created Featured Artists Coalition (FAC),
run by musicians such as Billy Bragg, Ed
O’Brien of Radiohead and Nick Mason of
Pink Floyd, sought to stifle a piece of Brit¬
ish legislation which stipulated that music
pirates would have their Internet connec¬
tions cut by the government. Their website
states their mission as follows: “We are fea-

Starting October
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entertain. The group’s sense of humor and ease as
a group was exceedingly apparent in their set. The
group introduced themselves as “The Jeaasmen,”
and took the stage decked in jean jackets. The group
mixed harmonies and altered the rhythms in their per¬
formance of Cascada’s “F.verytime We Touch.” After
stripping off their jeans, the Optimists introduced new
members Dan Friedman 13 and Brendan Julian 10.
The group then captivated the audience with a Disney
medley that was humorous and animated. The Op¬
timists were the most innovative group, playing with
song lyrics, changing tempos, and adding key changes
to songs like Erie Clapton's “You Look Wonderful To¬
night” The Optimists’ set was not unlike a theatrical
skit and was doubtlessly entertaining.
The evening closed with the strong voices of
The Crosstones, Bates’ first co-ed group. They
sang The Killers’ “All These Things That I’ve
Done” with an impressive solo by Hansen John¬
son 13- The group took on a mash-up of Rihanna’s “Rehab” and Justin Timberlake’s “What Goes
Around Comes Around,” featuring an exciting alto
timbre from the robust vocals of Jeannie Larmon
10 and Nick Blomberg 11. With a pleasant and
humorous round of the group's own names, the
new recruits introduced were Johnson, Olivia
Norrmen-Smith 13, Ted Wells 13 and Eric Barry
13- The final piece of the evening was Brian McKnight’s “When We Were Kings,” with outstanding
solos by Blomberg and Jasmine Beane 11.

tured artists who believe we need to take
control of our destiny and our music, so that
we can make the most of the opportunities
presented by digital technology.”
This more liberal, pragmatic stance is
not echoed by all artists. British pop star
Lily Allen was very vocal in her opposi¬
tion to the FAC and created a website to
gather support against it. Ultimately, the
two disagreeing sides met and settled on a
new middle-ground mission for the group,
clarifying that the FAC condones illegal filesharing, while still recognizing the realities
of music piracy.
Despite all of these problems and die
ensuing political controversy, there are many
positive tilings die Internet has done lor die
weald of music, most notably for undeigtound
music scenes and more experimental musical
expression. A few decades ago the dissemina¬
tion of music was controlled almost entirely
by die radio and music journalism had not
reached the level of popularity it is at now. As
a musician, you had to not only be extremely
talented, bit also well-connected and lucky, in
older to “make it big.”
Think of the famous story of The Beatles’
first audition for Capitol records, when the
unimpressed executives asked die group
after they finished playing if there was anydiing diat displeased them about the audition.
George Harrison turned to then-head of die

comedy department, George Martin, and said,
“Yes, your tie.” As John, Paul, George and
Kingo fell into their usual comedie lianter,
Martin convinced his colleagues to gjve diem
a small contract from his sector, finding them
at least funny, even if their music was medio¬
cre. The rest of the story needs no retelling.
Nowadays, artists that would have pre¬
viously gone completely unnoticed and
unheralded are finding the Internet a use¬
ful and practical tool for gaining publicity.
The dazzling spike in civilian journalism,
through the now ubiquitous mp3 music
blog format, lias been the driving force be¬
hind this publicity. Consider Boston-based
band Passion Pit, whose existence began
with a solo EP intended as a Valentine’s Day
present, which, in finding its way to the In¬
ternet, soared in popularity nationwide and
resulted in a major record deal for die group
as well as a large following.
Volcano Choirs debut album “Unmap.”
an avant-garde composition lull of ambi¬
ent noise and slow-burning, textured jams,
would not stand a chance on mainstream ra¬
dio. Mainstream radio caters to the all-Amer¬
ican listener, a demographic that demands
instant gratification and a pretty lace. And yet,
in an Internet search, Volcano Choir popa up

Off Right:

How to Fulfill
Your Fall
Contributing Writer,
Molly Warren gives us this
month's must-have items

So, it’s a new month and you’ve
gently ushered your parents out the
door. For those of you who work hard
and play hard too, make sure you’ve al¬
lowed some break time from your regu¬
lar routine. As the semester kicks into
full gear, here are a few things to start
your October off right.
TRACK: “Morning Song” - Le Loup
Just as the feeling of Fall gradually
descends, this jam progressively builds
an acoustic sound, accentuated by some
eerily-sharp vocals. Le Loup founder,
Sam Simkoff, describes the track as
“a perfect point in the morning, wak¬
ing up at just the right time...Nothing
lasts forever though, and there’s a cer¬
tain poignancy to the song that tries to
touch upon that.” A beautifully mellow
track that complements any brisk, color¬
ful fall day, “Morning Song will remind
Bobcats to cherish the Quad this month.
BOOK: “White Teeth” - Zadie Smith
Very involved and well-crafted,
White Teeth examines the interconnect¬
ing lives of three dysfunctional fami¬
lies living in London. Though the first
half may read a bit slowly, the second
will have you rolling and sobbing with
laughter. Smith is unapologetic and hi¬
larious in her depiction of contrasting
religions, cultures and beliefs. This best¬
seller from 2002 will speak to everyone.
DVD: “The Wackness”
It may have been marketed as a
comedy, but don’t be fooled. Set in 1994,
this film chronicles a marijuana dealer
the summer after his senior year of high
school. The clothes and the soundtrack
are more than reminiscent of this epic
decade, where albums like Notorious
BIG's "Ready to Die" and floral patterns
were all the rage. With a heart wrench¬
ing look at loneliness, viewers experi¬
ence a moving drama riddled with hys¬
terical vignettes surrounding drugs, sex
and a little bit of love. The cast is starstudded, with Ben Kingsley stealing the
show as a washed-up psychiatrist who
longs to relive the days of his youth. Ah,
those were the days.

See REDEFINING MUSIC, page 8

Language Arts Live Series Hosts Poetry Reading

Our Positive Bodies:

Crew.” Greenberg’s poems all possessed
a sense of self-deprecation and irony, but
these two modes were not at the heart
of her poems. Instead, the bulk of her
thematic material seemed to stem from
a more honest and direct confrontation
with modern living, the dissonance and
harmony between communalism, envi¬
ronmental issues, and the downfalls of a
consumer society.
English professor Eden Osucha in¬
troduced the second poet of the after¬
noon, Tessa Nicholas, whose poems
have appeared in multiple journals
and publications.
Nicholas teaches computer science
and new media at the University of North
Carolina - Chapel Hill. Interestingly, Nich¬
olas’ poetry draws upon some fairly old
sources. She is working on a poetry
manuscript based on the life and dia¬
ries of Martha Ballard, a late eighteenth
and early nineteenth century midwife
who lived in Nicholas' hometown of
Hallowell, Maine. Nicholas' poems at¬
tempt to navigate the gulf between two

Artists with HIV Share

CHARLES THAXTON
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

The Language Arts Live Series hosted
two poets at a reading and question and
answer session last Thursday, October
1st, in the Chase Hall Lounge. Poets Tessa
Nicholas and Arielle Greenberg read to
an attentive audience of professors, stu¬
dents and other poetry enthusiasts.
Professor Jonathan Skinner of the
Environmental Studies department wel¬
comed students to the second install¬
ment of the Language Arts Live series
this year. He then introduced Green¬
berg to the podium.
Greenberg teaches poetry at Colum¬
bia College in Chicago but is currently
living in Belfast, Maine, researching the
resurgent “Back to the Land” movement.
She is interested in American counter¬
culture and is the author of several pub¬
lished poetry collections, as well as co¬
editing multiple poetry anthologies.
Greenberg began the reading with
several poems concerning nature and
all were marked by a droll sense of
self-consciousness.
Greenberg remarked that much of
her best work is derived from self-exam¬
ination and analysis. She is increasingly
interested in what separates the poetic
from the non-poetic, with particular re¬
gard to her own relationship with the na¬
ture poem. In one of her poems Green¬
berg described a bucolic scene, following
it up wryly with “Nature. Huh.”
Many of Greenberg’s poems deal
with the theme of birth and were inspired
by her experiences with home birthing,
medicine and wellness. The poet, a for¬
mer vegetarian, shared a standout, hu¬
morous piece called “Foot in Mouth,” a
commentary on the Mad Cow outbreak
several years ago.
Greenberg rounded out the eve¬
ning with several “goofier” poems, as
she called them, concerning her duel¬
ing affliction and fondness for online
shopping. The lightest of these poems
was titled “About a billion things from J-

women in the same town, in two very
different times.
Nicholas said she was interested in
the limits and bounds of history, as well
as the perceived differences between for¬
mal and confessional poetry.
The process of writing the poems
made her consider the nature of experi¬
ence, work and home life, Nicholas said.
In one of her poems, she recounts stay¬
ing up late on a cold night, contending
with an academic textbook and repeating
a phrase to herself in an attempt to grasp
the book’s meaning. Nicholas’ poems
would often utilize portions of Ballard’s
diaries to illuminate the differences and
similarities between 18th century and
21st century labor.
Ultimately, Nicholas delved into
Ballard’s austere and bare journal en¬
tries for guidance, as illustrated in one
of her final poems of the afternoon,
“The past, a pinhole camera, casting
everything up large.” Nicholas’ work,
like Greenberg’s, looks for commonal¬
ity amidst blinding dissonance.

BRIANA GERRISH/THE BATES STUDENT

Poets Tessa Nicholas and Arielle Greenberg read works in the Chase Hall Lounge.

Their Art and Experiences
MALLORY AYRES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This weekend the Bates Museum of
Art opened a new exhibit entitled “Our
Positive Bodies” that reflects a commit¬
ment to global health and understand¬
ing. This series of colorful “Body Maps”
are life size paintings made by HIV posi¬
tive women, whose art explores the ef¬
fects of the disease on their bodies.
This work is meant to be celebra¬
tory, as it emphasizes the artists’ strength
through their struggles with HTV. The
works also seek to introduce and pro¬
mote different treatment options, shar¬
ing ways to treat the illness that tran¬
scends Western medicine.
Many of the paintings feature lists
of traditional herbs and diets that the
artist has used to improve her health.
Each painting is also coupled with a
written testimonial about the artist’s
experiences with HIV and the way
body mapping has helped them con¬
nect with others and understand their
illness in a new light.
The paintings are part of the “Our
Positive Bodies” program launched in
2004 by the Trust for Indigenous Foun¬
dation. The Foundation was created
in Kenya in 2003 and investigates the
connections between health and cul¬
tural beliefs, practices, expression and
knowledge. The Foundation works
with people across the globe and has
a number of unique programs includ¬
ing medicinal gardens that stimulate
enthusiasm about improved diets and
dietary research. The Foundation also
sponsors activist art, with programs
like body mapping, theatre and music.
Fathie Achieng, a 31-year-old HIV¬
positive woman from Kenya, experi¬

enced a radical transformation of how
she viewed herself and her illness
through her involvement with Body
Map artwork.
“I was only 18 when I found out
I had HIV,” Achieng said at the open¬
ing. “I was so shocked and had to ask
‘what is this?’ Having the support of
this program has been so important to
me and my Map is something I can
use as a tool to talk about HIV. You
find things inside yourself and say, ‘Oh
yes, this is something I have too and
this is strong.’”
Each life-size painting includes sig¬
nificant elements of the artists’ lives, and
many involve renditions of children and
family members.
“Every color means something,”
said Achieng, “My children mean
something. In my painting I am mov¬
ing toward light. My mind is a star
and it helps me get knowledge and
accept my conditions and what sort of
treatmentsfare available.] By sharing
with others we learn that love is the
most important thing.”
Achieng led a Body-Mapping pro¬
gram here at Bates and wants to con¬
tinue to share her experiences in order
to help others participate in this healing
process. At the exhibit opening Bates
Multifaith Chaplin, Bill Blaine-Wallace,
spoke about the importance of this
exhibit. “Testimonial performance is a
means of making the unapproachable
approachable, and a way to embrace
truths that we otherwise wouldn’t," said
Blaine-Wallace. "Sometimes we forget
that knowledge is not only located in¬
side us but between us. ”
The exhibit is open to the public at
the Bates College Museum of Art until
December ll^1-
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Album Review:
The First Days of Spring
By
Noah and the Whale
DOUG RAY
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Mr. Paperback,
Local Bookseller,
Holds out Against
Chain
Competition

MAD

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I was first introduced to the south¬
western London band Noah and the
Whale by a friend of mine in the United
Kingdom. The band, whose name is no
intended mismatch of famous stories
from the Old Testament, has yet to re¬
ceive major recognition in the United
States, despite the fact that their first
single, “5 Years Time,” reached the UK’s
top ten singles.
Noah and the Whale released their
first album in 2008. Entitled Peaceful,
The World Lays Me Down, the album
presents dreamy, pop-like compositions
and traditional acoustic/folk instrumen¬
tation. The group’s first album was by
no means perfect, but showed potential
for the band to breakthrough into the
indie folk scene.
The First Days of Spring, which re¬
leases in the United States on October
6 on Cherrytree Records, is a serious
departure from their debut. This album
is almost homage to bands such as The
Who, as it is a fully realized concept
album, a disappearing relic of the 1960s
and 1970s.
The concept of the album is a run¬
ning narrative of a relationship as it dis¬
solves. The album ties in with a film of
the same name produced by Noah and
the Whale, but this album is far from
merely a soundtrack to the film. The
First Days of Spring weaves its own tale
that addresses the universal feelings
that we all feel as we fall out of love.
The instrumentation is diverse,
ranging from orchestral to ambient
rock, with a seemingly manic-depres¬
sive nature that pulls the listener in,
helping him or her to truly connect
with the lyrics of each song and the al¬
bum as a whole. Noah and the Whale,
however, move away from their acous¬
tic roots in favor of electric instruments
for the bulk of the album, a choice that
complements both the lyrics and the
occasionally-featured violin or trumpet.
Unlike most break-up themed pop
music, The First Days of Spring address¬
es both the positive and the negative
emotions of the occurrence. Songs like
“Love of an Orchestra” and “Blue Skies”
serve to contrast the more traditional
morose ballads such as the title track,
“The First Days of Spring.” The listener
is also drawn to those ambiguous and
sometimes awkward moments in songs
like “Stranger,” which describes the
emotions of this story’s protagonist as
he is intimate with a new partner for
the first time after the split.
The album is a well-organized effort
by the group, led by brothers Charlie
and Doug Fink. However, wheather or
not this album should be considered for
one of the best albums of the year is de¬
batable. This album is about raw emo¬
tion, it addresses some of what makes
us most human, and it speaks to our
simplest desires by putting words to
the indescribable. In this way, it is pure
genius, and perhaps that is enough to
merit consideration and to attract the
attention of music fans across the globe.

Redefining
Music Media
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

everywhere, getting rave reviews.
Even though music is pirated in mass
amounts daily, a lot that is being illegally
downloaded is from artists who, without the
Internet, would simply be swept under
the mg. It is truly a shame that these
struggling artists are being robbed,
but there remains a silver lining. Their
music is spreading around the coun¬
try. They are getting free publicity and
gaining numerous fans that they would
not have previously reached. These fans
will go to concerts, pay for merchandise
and maybe even music, and at the very
least tell their friends about this great
new band they’ve discovered.
On a college campus, we are all
too aware of the daily free exchange
of music. As the sometimes appointed
“Technology Generation,” it is our con¬
temporaries who initiated this mode of
exchange and we have helped it spread
like wildfire. The question is, is this a
subversion of a long-standing and es¬
sential industry, or have we, in our in¬
terpretations of the law, redefined the
world of music? Is it better to have a
completely legal music industry con¬
trolled and monitored by rich execu¬
tives seeking to package and sell the
next big star, or should we rather see
piracy as an inevitable phenomenon
that ultimately induces the discovery of
more deserving artists? The Internet is
a powerful and easily-abused tool, but
in the grand scheme of things, what it
has done for music is incredibly posi¬
tive. Underground, or indie, or whatever
you want to call it, music has witnessed
an incredible flourishing in the last two
decades or so. We have the Internet to
thank for that.
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Defining the '60s and Today

MALLORY AYRES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

HILLARY FINK
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

This summer, journalist Chris Connelly put forth an in¬
teresting theory. When asked for his opinion on the dramat¬
ic films that have defined the decade, he argued that there
weren’t any. Instead, he claimed that cable television has tak¬
en over as the medium in which directors can take the most
creative risks, allowing them to better tell the dramatic stories
that used to belong only in movie theatres.
HBO has been home to many of these shows, having
created a venue for classics like “The Sopranos” and “The
Wire.” The most recent addition to this elite group of dramatic
television series, however, isn’t a new venture from HBO, but
instead from AMC, a channel that has historically only broad¬
casted classic American films.
AMC’s dark horse series is entitled “Mad Men,” and was
created by Matthew Weiner, who wrote for “The Sopranos.”
The show is set in the 1960s advertising world, a place where
sexism is rampant and drinking at work is expected. “Mad
Men” truly embraces its setting. It is a show without anach¬
ronism, where everything from the clothing to liquor bottle
labels is appropriate for the time period. It is this extreme
attention to visual detail that fully immerses viewers in each
hour-long episode.
The show’s hero is Don Draper, the head of the creative
department at Sterling Cooper, a successful advertising agen¬
cy. Despite Draper’s loose morals, he may be the most ir¬
resistibly likable character on television. He is the kind of
person men want to be and women want to be with.
Much of Draper’s attraction can be attributed to actor Jon

Do you have a secret passion
for the “Twlight” series that you’ve
been keeping from your friends?
Do you re-read the “Harry Pot¬
ter” classics at night while your
roommate snores? Fret no more
my friend-Mr. Paperback is a local
bookstore where you can indulge
all your reading habits.
Bursting with personality and
located right next to Flagship Cin¬
emas on Lisbon Street in Lewis¬
ton, this supermarket-sized store
has a considerable book selection.
Mr. Paperback is part of a familyowned chain, with eleven stores
operated throughout central and
northern Maine.
It is, without question, a challenge
to compete with bookstore giants
such as Barnes & Noble and Borders,
but Mr. Paperback chains have man¬
aged to stay afloat even in a struggling
economy.
The diversity of selections at the
Mr. Paperback store in Lewiston is
impressive. The store features un¬
usual sections, such as crafts, doit-yourself and posters.
Yet, Mr.
Paperback still offers more typical
sections such as music, performing
arts and health. The magazine sec¬
tion is similarly vast and includes
regional titles such as “Maine” and
“Up North.” One section even offers
a bizarre and hilarious assortment of
Maine-themed items including plas¬
tic moose-printed serving platters
and sticker books.
Another draw to the store is the
competitive prices and weekly dis¬
counts, particularly in the vast paper¬
back selection. The store also offers
special orders and out-of-print searches.
One noteworthy feature that
is sure to delight is the Simple
Earth Cafe located at the back of
the bookstore. Steve Wallace is
the friendly owner and cook. The
cafe specializes in comfort foods
including breakfast all day, sixcheese Mac and Cheese and Wal¬
lace’s specialty: Chicken Short¬
cake (a chicken pot pie filling on
garlic biscuits). Simple Earth Cafe
also has a wide selection of coffee
drinks and specialty teas, like lav¬
ender and chamomile citrus. The
cafe offers free Wi-Fi internet and
is a cozy place to study if the low
drone of the library has begun to
lose its appeal.
Mr. Paperback is open Friday 9
a.m. to 8 p.m. , Saturday 8 a.m. to
8 p.m. and Sunday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Hamm’s inspired yet understated performance. It is shock¬
ing that it took a talented actor like Hamm this long to be
discovered, but the audience can be grateful. As a relatively
unknown performer, Hamm is able to fully inhabit the role in
ways that a well-known leading man could not.
“Mad Men” follows the personal and professional lives of
the employees of Sterling Cooper, as well as Draper’s beauti¬
ful but tragically unhappy wife, Betty. The show’s writers of¬
ten mix fiction with history, fashioning episodes around key
events of the time period, like the Kennedy election and the
Cuban Missile Crisis. Rather than putting these world events
at the forefront, they are used to give the viewer more insight
into the already nuanced and developed characters.
Given the immense talent of both the creative team and
actors involved with “Mad Men,” it is unsurprising that crit¬
ics have adored the show. The series has won three Golden
Globes and nine Emmys, including back-to-back wins for
Outstanding Drama Series; however, this success does not
necessarily transfer to high ratings. While the 2.8 million
viewers who watched the third season premiere reflects a
dramatic increase from previous seasons, this number is far
below what would normally be considered a network suc¬
cess.
“Mad Men” is not an easy series to love. It can be slow
moving and requires viewers to commit to watching the en¬
tire series, paying close attention to the details. However, this
series may represent the best of what the industry has to offer
in this decade and the next.
You can watch the third season of “Mad Men” Sundays at
10 p.m. on AMC.

Roaring Review: 5 out of 5 Bobcats
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the WeekELIZABETH ROWLEY
MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Peter MacArthur TO and Kevin Thorson TO, novices to WRBC, stand out as DJs
of the Week for their inspired approach
to their show, “Shmishmorshion,” on-air
Wednesday mornings from 8-10 a.m.
The title is a spin-off of a word
from the film “Knocked Up,” appropri¬
ated by MacArthur, Thorson and friends
“to mean a big mix of many things or
chaos,” Thorson explained.
The show is fluid, as each theme is
set from the topics of conversation that
arise on-air. “It’s a show that doesn’t
have a set direction,” Thorson said.
“Our last show was a movie theme. We
talked about movies and played music
from movies.”
The movie-themed show was titled
“Cameo Appearances in Movies that
Surprise You,” provoked by the DJs’
shared bewilderment at Roman Polan¬
ski’s role in “Rush Hour III.” The two
also hosted a Big East Basketball Trivia
theme show two weeks ago.
“Shmishmorshion” themes reflect the
melange indicated by the show’s name
that play into “the lack of theme we
thought of,” as Thorson describes.
Despite attention to timely and interest¬
ing topics, the two are limited talkers on-air
and keep the focus on the tunes.
“We sort of play everything,” said Ma¬
cArthur. “I bring the soul, Pete brings the
international flavor,” added Thorson.
The two compile weekly playlists
for their show with options to choose
from and switch off picking every two
or three songs. Their selections are suit¬
ably mellow for their morning timeslot,
while still helping people get pumped
up for the day.
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Despite their organized approach
to the show and their ease on-air, this
is the first show the two have officially
hosted, although MacArthur occasional¬
ly covered a Saturday morning 4-6 a.m.
show in past years.
Thorson briefly discussed their delay in
getting involved with WRBC, saying, “I’m
pretty disappointed I didn’t get going on
it earlier. We’ve been talking about it since
sophomore year, but Pete was abroad all
junior year.”
MacArthur’s yearlong study in Paris
may have been a blessing in disguise
for the two’s current involvement with
the station, as the music he discovered
abroad makes up a large part of what
the two share with their listeners.
MacArthur and Thorson have quickly
surmounted their inexperience, owing
their successful transition into the station
in part to the DJ who relives them at 10
a.m., Politics Professor and former DJ of
the Week John Baughman.
“We definitely owe a lot to him,” Thor¬
son explained, “his show is organized and
he has given us some great tips.”
The Bates faculty has unexpectedly
helped “Shmishmorshion” in more ways
than one, as Thorson credited one of Pro¬
fessor Dale Chapman’s courses for intro¬
ducing him to some of the music he choos¬
es to play on air.
“I took Intro to Listening and Music
Cultures around the World, so I have given
[Chapman] some shout-outs in the past.”
The class inspired Thorson to play Paul Si¬
mon and James Brown, to name a few, in
addition to sharing anecdotes he took away
from the course.
Paul Simon and James Brown are rarely
offensive, however, and Thorson expressed
a longing for safe harbor hours to indulge
his love for Bone Thugs-N-Harmony.

“It was one passion I really wanted to
share,” Thorson said.
“I would say it’s more than just a pas¬
sion,” suggested MacArthur.
As DJs of the Week, MacArthur and
Thorson will undertake the Music in
Commons timeslot in addition to their
weekly show. Of their upcoming debut,
MacArthur and Thorson promised to
stay true to their show and not digress
into music to please the masses.
’’We’ll bring the same type of
music, otherwise it wouldn’t be our
show,” said Thorson.
“If they’re going to hear the same things
they hear everywhere else it’s not going to
inspire them to wake up at 8 a.m. But if
they hear some new stuff that gets them
grooving in Commons, who knows...” Ma¬
cArthur added.
Keep your ears open for the two’s un¬
veiling during Music in Commons Friday
from 6-8 p.m. and get inspired to add a
little “Shmishmorshion” to your Wednesday
morning routine.

Mr. Paperback
855 Lisbon St. #4
Lewiston, ME
04240
(207) 783-2273

On the prowl...
Girl to friend: I don’t know what I want to do to him when I find him... but I will
find him.
Dorm

It’s a jungle out there...
Boy to friend: Those girls up in that tree are mocking you.
Quad, Friday night

The funny thing was... he was serious...
Athlete in tears: I am sorry... I just have one question... why am I not the best
player in the world?
Bardwell

Confession...
I am actually really excited to do my homework today.
Commons, Sunday

Peter MacArthur '10 and Kevin Thorson '10 outside the WRBC station on Frye St.

4

Have you heard anything you shouldn’t have? E-mail your overheards to
mrouvali@bates.edu
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21 Graduate Programs
Available in
Management
Education
Health Sciences
Psychology

Receive 10% off when you show your Bates Id,
or $5.00 off for new clients with this ad.

Services we offer include:
Hair cuts
Coloring/Foils
Facials
Massage
Spa packages

Office of Graduate and
Continuing Education
worcester.edu/graduate

Located at 465 Main Street
(corner of Main St. and Frye St.)
Lewiston, ME
(207) 689-2166
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Only State College
Named 6 Years
in a Row!

Apply now for Fall 2010
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Graduate School
WORCESTER STATE COLLEGE

Interested in Advertising with The Bates Student?
Contact Business Manager Lisa Hartung at lhartung@bates.edu for ad rates
and further information.

piPfljfete
Better ingredients.
Better Pizza.

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
LARGE OR XLARGE PIZZA
GO TO WWW.PAPA3QHNS.COM
BUY ANY LG OR XL PIZZA AND GET ONE OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE!
AVAIL. 7 DAYS A WEEK!
OFFER AVAILABLE ONLINE ONLY
ONCE YOU HAVE SIGNED IN AT THE WEBSITE
GO TO THE VERY BOTTOM OF THE WEB PAGE +■
DOUBLE-CLICK THE ( BUY-ONE GET-ONE FREE COUPON),
THIS WILL OPEN A NEW WINDOW
WHERE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO PLACE YOUR ORDER.
MANY ONLINE ONLY DISCOUNTS!
NEVER WAIT "ON HOLD" AGAIN!
HOT FRESH PIZZA DELIVERED TO YOUR DORM/FRAT/APART.
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA
850 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON,MAINE 207-942-PAPA<7272>

BETTER INGREDIENTS
BETTER PIZZA
PAPA JOHN'S!
WWW.PAPAJOHNS.COM
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Bates Defense Strong in 15-7 Loss,
Rain and Mud Halt Offense

JULIANA KIRKLAND/THE BATES STUDENT

Kevin Helm '12 (33) and another Bates player chase down the Tufts quarterback in the first quarter of the game. Bates dropped their Parents and Family Weekend contest to the Jumbos, 15-7.

PAUL LOMBARDI
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Battling rainy conditions in front of
a large Parents and Family Weekend
crowd, the Bates football team fell short
of upending the Tufts University Jum¬
bos, losing by a final score of 15-7.
The Bobcats controlled most of the
offensive side of the ball, gaining 19
first downs and 304 yards of total of¬
fense compared with the Jumbos’ 13
first downs and 280 yards of offense.
Despite the advantage, Bates did not
score an offensive touchdown while the
Jumbos were able to find the end zone
on two separate occasions.
Tufts got on the board first after
a 35-yard field goal from the Jumbos’
Adam Auerbach T2 with just under five
minutes to play in the first quarter.
The Bates defense put the team’s

only points on the scoreboard early in
the second quarter when Cam Evans
T2 picked off Jumbos’ quarterback Tom
McManama TO and took the ball 12
yards in for the touchdown. The score
gave Bates a 7-3 lead in the game and
marked the first time this season that
the Bobcats held a lead.
Unfortunately for Bates, their ad¬
vantage was short-lived. Just four min¬
utes later, McManama drove Tufts down
the field and connected with tight-end
Nick Croteau ‘12 for an 11-yard touch¬
down reception. The score capped an
eight play, 62-yard drive for the Jumbos.
A missed extra point kept the Bobcats
within two points as they went into halftime trailing 9-7.
Bates held possession of the ball
for more than nine minutes in the third
quarter but could not find its way into
the end zone. The Bobcats had two
drives, of 30 yards or more, halted in

Jumbo territory. With the offense not
quite in gear, much of the team’s fate
was in the defense’s hands. Fortunately,
they were up for the challenge as they
hung tough and allowed just 22 yards
of Jumbo offense in the third quarter.
After three quarters of play, the score
remained 9-7.
Less than three minutes into the
fourth quarter, Tufts blew the game
open when McManama hooked up
with wide-receiver Pat Bailey ’ll for
a 71-yard touchdown reception. The
pass flew just out of reach and over the
hands of Tri-Captain Kyle McAllister TO.
The Jumbo’s kicker missed his sec¬
ond extra point and the lead remained
15-7 - a Bobcat touchdown and twopoint conversion away. The big play
represented more than 25% of the Jum¬
bos total offense and was an outlier for
the Bobcats, who played with a strong
defense all game.

Bates refused to fold and had an ex¬
citing moment in the game’s final play
that saw the Bobcats desperately at¬
tempt to even the score.
With just seconds remaining and
Bates on their own 31-yard line, Ryan Katon T2 whipped a pass across the middle
to Matt Gregg TO, who sent a lateral toss
to Tri-Captain Tom Beaton TO.
A series of five more laterals en¬
sued as the Bobcats worked their
way down the field, trying to find
the end zone. The game ended when
Gregg was tackled with the ball on
the Jumbo’s 38-yard line.
Despite the loss, the Bobcats
looked better in their second outing of
the season. Katon was solid in his sec¬
ond game, going 14-30 for 152 yards
and no interceptions — a key factor in
the future success of the Bobcats.
The run defense also showed
marked improvement as they held Tufts

to zero rushing touchdowns compared
with three against Trinity.
The defense was also able to
manage two turnovers from the
Jumbo offense while the Bates of¬
fense showed better protection of
the ball with no turnovers in Satur¬
day’s game.
“Yesterday was just about as
tough as it could get. We really felt
like we were the better team, but we
just didn’t make the plays when we
needed to,” said Beaton, who rushed
for a career high 63 yards on Saturday.
“Fortunately we have a big game next
week against Williams. If we play hard
and do the little things right then we
should come out on top.”
The loss brought the Bobcats record
to 0-2. Bates will look for their first win
of the season this Saturday when they
take on Williams College in their first
road game of the season.

Adenhart Lives on For Angels in Emotional 2009 Season
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Before the season started, the An¬
gels looked like a powerhouse and a
major threat to my beloved Boston Red
Sox. On April 10th, the day after Adenhart’s death, no one knew where this
team was headed. On April 11th, they
beat the Red Sox, and I was thankful.
After that game, the team struggled.
They were lost and they wore their
hearts on their sleeves. It looked like
somebody else was going to win the
American League West for the first time
since 2006 and everyone knew why.
Baseball became secondary to what
they were experiencing, and it gave
their division rivals a leg up.
"It hit all of us all at once," Hunter
said. "We realized in a way we never
really had before that life was so much
more important than baseball and we
took that on the field with us, I think. It
was rough. We struggled."
But they never gave up. They struggled
for a month before coming together and
finding ways to win even if they did not
have the best team on the field. Baseball
became a game of grit, will and desire. It

was emotionally draining, but the play¬
ers found their love of the game.
The 2009 Angels showed the world
that you do not need an Albert Pujols or
a C.C. Sabathia to succeed.
You need a team, a doorstep collection
basket for egos and a damn good manager.
In the middle of May, the Angels re¬
alized that they had all of these things
and then some. They had Adenhart.
They were not dealing with prima don¬
nas like Manny Ramirez or crybabies
like Kevin Youkilis.
Manager Mike Scioscia will surely
win his second Manager of the Year
award for the way he unified a col¬
lection of superstars and became their
mentor and friend. Along with writing
the lineup card, calling for shifts, align¬
ing the infield and outfield and putting
in substitutes, Scioscia became the gen¬
tleman’s gentleman.
Did he ever make excuses? Not once. Did
he want to win? Of course, but he understood
that his players were bmised and battered
mentally and sometimes physically. He did
not take the approach of the Chicago White
Sox’s manager Ozzie Guillen and apologize to
his fans for how crappy his team was.

Instead, he waited for the right
time and talked to his players about
how privileged they were to play
Major League Baseball. He told them
not to forget Adenhart’s competitive¬
ness and desire to win. He told them
that Adenhart would want the Angels
to give it everything they had for the
rest of the season.
More importantly he told them to
take a deep breath and play baseball.
“It hurt so much. It was a crush¬
ing blow," Hunter said. "But it taught
us how much we meant to each other.
How much we felt for Nick and how
much we felt for each other. There is a
closeness with us I've never felt before.
We lift each other up. Truly. We have
each other's backs. All the way. Every
time we step on the field we have a
different fire. We're trying to do it all
together. We're sad. We're so sad. But
there is a fire in us, too."
The Angels are the epitome of team.
They are unlike any professional sports
team 1 have ever watched. They have
no individuals who place themselves
higher than anyone else, and in profes¬
sional sports that is a huge statement.

With everyone on the same page, they
rallied for the remainder of the season.
Even when players were hurt or they
were longing for their teammate, they
found it in themselves to win games.
On September 29th, 2009, the Los
Angeles Angels of Anaheim won their
third straight division title. They did so
with pride and they celebrated in mem¬
ory of their lost teammate: They said a
prayer for Adenhart in front of his lock¬
er, they paraded out to the centerfield
wall and gathered around his picture,
and they drank to his memory.
While I was not there, I can almost
guarantee you that the Angel’s division
clinching celebration was emotional.
Really emotional. More emotional than
those Saturday night celebrations we
have when we don’t even win.
I was originally going to write this
column about the shock I felt when I
saw the images and video clips on ESPN
and ESPN.com following the Angels cel¬
ebration, but I changed my mind.
I was iriced when I saw the pictuie of the
team holding Adenhart’s untouched jetsey and
dousing it with champagne and cheap beer.
It was too ironic. I thought to my¬

self, “Adenhart was killed by a drunk
driver, and these idiots are soaking his
memory with champagne and beer.”
But it was an emotional tribute, a
way to include Adenhart in what the
rest of the guys were doing.
While I do not think the media
should have published this image, and
should have instead left it untouched
and only in the team’s memory, I under¬
stand why people have been angered.
After reading an ESPN article
about their season by Eric Neel, I re¬
alized I could not criticize this team
for celebrating in that way. Their emo¬
tions got away from them, but that is
entirely OK. Everything they did on
the night of September 29th was in
respect and memory of their fallen an¬
gel, Nick Adenhart.
The Angels play the Red Sox this
week in the American League Division
Series. While I will be rooting lor my
hometown team, I can honestly say that
I will not be sad if the Angels eliminate
them from the playoffs.
They deserve to win the World Se¬
ries and if they do, I will pour one out
for Nick Adenhart.
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Women’s Crew,
Stein, Rupasinghe
Women's Soccer vs
Husson, NESCAC Game Honored in Football
Half-time
Ceremony
Dropped to the Jumbos
Old Teammate Haunts

BRIDGID DUNN/THE BATES STUDENT

A Bates player tries to get around an impeding Tufts player to block the opponent’s
shot. Bates lost 3-0 on Saturday of Parents and Family Weekend.

NORA HANAGAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Bobcats faced tough weather
and even tougher competition in their
matches against Husson and Tufts last
week. On Wednesday, Husson Uni¬
versity came from behind to upset the
Bobcats 2-1. The women could not re¬
group for Saturday’s NESCAC matchup
and even the rain was unable to stop a
well-organized Tufts University as they
dropped Bates 3-0.
The game against Husson started
well for the Bobcats when Alix Vandeventer T2 sent a well-placed ball into
the top of the box for Sam Alper T2,
who dodged her mark and poked the
ball past Husson goalie Jen Plourde.
While the women’s offense has sput¬
tered throughout the season, Alper has
been a constant and the goal was her
team-leading third of the season.
The second half featured numerous
scoring opportunities for both teams,
but only Husson followed through. They
tied the game at 1-1 when Amanda Gif¬
ford, a transfer from Bates this past year,
scored on a rebound after Bobcat goalie
Annie Burns ’12 made a key save.
Nine minutes later, Husson for¬
ward Alexandra Laniewski came roar¬
ing down the field and fired a cross to
teammate Shelby Bradford. Bradford
launched a shot which was punched
away by Burns; however, Husson for¬
ward Megan Clement was there to put
the rebound into the open net.
Husson outshot Bates 25-14, high¬
lighting a lack of offense from both
squads, but particularly strong defense
from Bates. Amanda Siriani T2 played a
remarkable game at left-back until she
had to leave due to an injury with 35
minutes left to play.
Burns continued her stellar sopho¬
more campaign as she came up with
another nine saves.
“Amanda got injured and that hurt
us,” said Tri-Captain Avery Pierce '10.

“It was a scrappy contest between the
two teams.”
The team experienced further inju¬
ries in Saturday’s game on an extremely
wet Russell Street Field against Tufts
University. The Bobcats lagged behind
in the first half as Tufts took over pos¬
session as well as the lead.
“We suffered some more injuries
against Tufts,” said Pierce. “The weather
made it interesting.”
The first two goals came within fif¬
teen minutes of the half. The scoring
opened on a long shot that made its
way through traffic. The second goal
was scored off of a Jumbo head ball fol¬
lowing a rebounded corner kick. The
Jumbos were well organized, and their
through-balls and passing were crisp.
Their precise play led to a third first-half
goal and Bates faced an uphill battle in
the second half.
After halftime, the Bobcats regained
their composure which led to a more
even match. Unfortunately it was a
defensive second half as neither team
found the back of the net and the game
concluded with the final score at 3-0.
The defense worked out their first
half issues, but the offense continued to
be out of sync.
“Tufts had some good plays and
we had some breakdowns,” said
Pierce. “It was a good effort but we
couldn't generate enough scoring op¬
portunities.”
The lack of offense can be seen in
the shot total as the Bobcats were outshot 20-4 and Jumbo goalie Kate Minnehan needed to make just one save.
Burns came up with seven saves in the
tough conditions.
“The team worked hard and we are
looking forward to this week of games,”
said Pierce.
In next week’s non-conference
game against Southern Maine on Tues¬
day, the Bobcats will look to increase
their goal-scoring as well as to maintain
a solid defense.

MATT BAKER-WHITE/THE BATES STUDENT

The women's crew is recognized alongside tennis players Ben Stein '09 and Amrit
Rupasinghe '10 for their accomplishments last May.

HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

At half-time of last weekend's Par¬
ents and Family Weekend football game
against the Tufts University Jumbos, the
Bates Athletics Department presented
awards of recogniction to Ben Stein
'09. Amrit Rupasinghe '10 and the 2009
women's crew for their athletic accom¬
plishments from the previous year.
On May 24, 2009, far from the
Bates campus in Claremont, CA,
Stein and Rupasinghe battled long
time rival Bowdoin College in the
doubles final of the Dill National
Tennis Championships.
Stein and Rupasinghe prevailed, defeat¬
ing Bowdoin in three sets, 6-4, 5-7, 6-4.
The National Championship was
Bates Tennis' second in three years, af¬
ter Will Boe-Wiegaard '06 won the sin¬
gles title in 2006.
It was just the second National
Championship that Bates has won out¬
side of track and field.
Stein was also the runner-up in the
singles bracket, falling to Michael Good¬
win of Emory University, 7-5, 5-7, 6-1.
The women's crew competed in the

2009 Dill Rowing National Champio
ships in Cooper River, NJ and add¬
ed to a week of athletic history for
Bates College.
On May 30, 2009, Bates bettered
their third place finish from 2008 as they
stormed past Trinity College in the sec¬
ond half of the race to finish the 2000
meter course in 6:30.77 — just over two
seconds behind National Champion and
rival Williams College.
The second place finish by the
women's crew is the highest team finish
in Bates history.
The final week of the 2009 aca¬
demic year saw a National Champi¬
onship and two runner-up awards for
Bates College.
While Stein has graduated, Rupas¬
inghe has teamed up with Matt Betties
'13 for the upcoming tennis season. Ru¬
pasinghe will look for his third straight
All-American honors.
The women's crew graduated
key members of their team, in¬
cluding Olympic hopeful Nicole
Ritchie '09, but they will look to
make a strong statement in 2010 as
they aim to qualify for their fourth
straight NCAA Championships.

Field Hockey Almost
Upsets No. 3 Ranked
Tufts Jumbos
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Kurt Schuler ’10
Schuler shot an
impressive 73 on the
first day of the NE¬
SCAC Men’s Golf
Qualifier last week¬
end. His round was
good enough for
fourth place on day
one. He shot a 79
on the second day to
finish in 15th place
overall. The team's
captain, Schuler was
27th at the NESCAC
qualifier last year.

KAITLIN WEINMAN/THE BATES STUDENT

Mackenzie Ross '12 avoids a Tufts defender while Co-Captain Morgan Maciewicz awaits her pass in Bates' 3-1 loss to Tufts.

ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

This Parents and Family Weekend
brought not only gloomy weather,
but also a gloomy outcome for the
field hockey team. The women suf¬
fered another NESCAC defeat, this
time to the No. 3 nationally ranked
Tufts Jumbos, 3-1.
The Jumbos came out of the gates
showing just how they achieved their
high ranking, as they earned 13 pen¬
alty corners in the first half alone. Bates’
defense hung tough, allowing only two
goals to find the back of the net before
the halftime buzzer.
The first of the two goals came on a
one-on-one breakaway opportunity just
15 minutes into the game.
The Jumbo attacker came in alone
on goalkeeper Katie McEnroe ’ll. Un¬
fortunately McEnroe could not fend off
the attack and conceded the first goal of

the game. Tufts added another goal off
of a penalty corner.
While the defense kept the Bobcats
in the game, the offense could not find
its rhythm as they entered the second
half trailing 2-0.
After the break, Bates came back
with newfound momentum. Head
Coach Wynn Holt’s half-time speech
must have worked wonders, as the
Bobcats came out eager to break
through Tufts’ sturdy defense and
avoid their second consecutive shut¬
out. The Bobcats were able to obtain
immediate possession of the ball at
the start of the second half.
The quick gain of possession lead to
a Bates penalty corner and Jenna Dannis ’12 struck the ball straight to Sammy
Rothkopf TO. Rothkopf rocketed a shot
to the goal and it rebounded off of the
Tufts goalkeeper.
Bates attacker Michelle Brady T3
found the rebound and netted her first

collegiate goal. Brady’s timely score put
the Bobcats back in the game as they
trailed 2-1 with just over 24 minutes left
to play.
The Jumbos responded shortly
thereafter, pushing their lead to
3-1. The game remained scoreless
until the final whistle and Bates
was forced to swallow another
tough defeat.
“We never truly adjusted to defend¬
ing their aggressive offense and unique
style of play,” said Co-Captain Morgan
Maciewicz TO. “Looking ahead, we
need to focus on moving the ball as a
team from our strong defense through
the midfield so that we can create more
scoring opportunities.”
The loss drops Bates’ record to 0-5
in conference play and 1-6 overall.
The team will regroup this week be¬
fore they travel to Williams College on
Saturday in search of their first confer¬
ence win of the 2009 season.
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A Fallen
Jackson Shocks Farmington,
Angel
Watts
Comes
Through
Against
Tufts
Guides
the Way
HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS
EDITOR

Shortly after mid¬
night on April 9, 2009,
the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim’s
franchise was changed forever. Nick Adenhart, the 22 year-old super-prospect,
had just pitched his fourth career game,
and did so admirably.
After making his first opening day
roster, Adenhart was slated to be the
third starter in an injury depleted An¬
gel’s rotation. His future was brighter
than the 80s and no one knew that
better than himself, his teammates and
his coaches.
Just hours after the game, a drunk
driver ran a red light and killed Adenhart
and two of his friends. Tragedy shocked
the sports world the following day.
For the Angels, the 2009 season
became difficult and unusual. April no
longer seemed like their favorite time of
year after the dreadful morning phone
calls they all received on April 10th.
They longed for normalcy. They
waited for their teammate to show up
every day at the ballpark, and everyday
he was not there.
“We lost a brother," center fielder
Torii Hunter said in an ESPN interview
two weeks ago. “He was here and then
he was gone. None of us had ever been
through anything like that. We walked
around in a daze, like we were numb.”
Nick Adenhart did everything right.
He pitched six shutout innings in his
fourth major league start, spoke with re¬
porters, showered and left the ballpark.
In an instant, his life, career and dream
were gone.
Upon losing a teammate, friend and
valued part of the organization, the An¬
gels paid tribute to Adenhart through¬
out the season. They left his locker
un-cleaned in their locker room. They
hung his jersey in that locker and even
brought a jersey with them on road
games. They had a picture of Aden¬
hart placed on their centerfield wall
alongside his name and number. They
made a shrine outside the home-plate
entrance to the stadium. He was every¬
where, and that is just how the Angels
envisioned things.
The organization went to greats
lengths to make sure that Nick Adenhart
was included in all parts of their unfor¬
gettable season. He was the motivator,
the encourager and the Angel in the
outfield (literally). Centerfielder Torii
Hunter visited his mural on the centerfield wall before every game, his locker
left untouched but open for players to
visit throughout the season.

MATT BAKER-WHITE/THE BATES STUDENT

Tyler Meheagan 'll wins a headball against a Tufts player while Tyler Dewdney 'll and Peter Litwin '10 look on. The Bobcats fought to a 0-0 tie through two overtimes.
DAYNA STIMSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Greg Watts T2 shook off last week’s
loss to Trinity College and came up with
numerous big saves against the Univer¬
sity of Maine Farmington and Tufts Uni¬
versity this past week. Watts led Bates
to a 2-1 victory over UMF on Tuesday
and a 0-0 tie with Tufts on Saturday. He
has now allowed just two goals in Bates’
last four games.
On Tuesday, Bates traveled north
to Farmington, Maine and dropped
the UMF Beavers 2-1 in a non-con¬
ference matchup.
“It was a sloppy game,” said CoCaptain Jon Lobozzo TO. “There was
no real rhythm and the field conditions
were less than impressive. We rallied
and snuck out a win thanks to a big
game by [Pat] Jackson ’ll and Watts.”
Bates came out flat as the Beavers
poured on their offensive attack and pep¬
pered both Watts and the Bates defense.
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At the halftime whisde the score
was tied 0-0 but the Beavers held a 10-4
advantage in shots.
UMF’s momentum continued to roll
into the early parts of the second half
as Farmington’s Dillon Clark scored off
of a misplayed ball by one of his team¬
mates to give the Beavers a 1-0 lead.
Bates regrouped, regained control
and reverted back to its crisp style of
play. Over the final 20 minutes, the
Bobcat offense came alive and they
turned things around with a 7-1 ad¬
vantage in shots.
Tyler Dewdney ’ll nearly tied the
game off of a free-kick; however, Bea¬
ver goalkeeper Erik Corcoran was there
to stop the shot. Bates was held score¬
less until there was 6:32 left on the
clock, when Pat Jackson ’ll scored his
first goal of the season in timely fashion.
His game-tying goal came off of a cross
by Ethan Hirshberg T3.
Just when it looked like the game
was going to end in a tie, Jackson

stepped up again. With 1:04 remaining,
Jackson collected a through ball from
Dewdney and ripped a shot past Corco¬
ran to give Bates the advantage and the
eventual 2-1 win.
On Saturday, the Bobcats played in
front of a Parents and Family Weekend
crowd in less than ideal conditions. In¬
termittent rain created a large amount of
variables on the field and made the ball
tougher to control.
The men played an intense, physical
match versus Tufts through regulation
and two ten-minute overtime periods
before the game ended in a 0-0 tie.
The teams were evenly-matched
as they featured strong defenses. Both
teams had a selection of scoring op¬
portunities, but were unable to find the
back of the net.
In the second half, the Bates men
came back with a renewed fire and re¬
gained control of the game. Tensions
began to arise between the two teams
as time continued to pass and the game

became more physical, with the referees
dishing out yellow cards to both teams.
The pressure culminated in the 78th
minute, when a shot on the goal made
its way past Watts but was stopped by
defender Chris Okano T2, using his
hands. Okano was given an automatic
red card for the illegal handball and a
penalty kick was awarded to Tufts. The
shot by Naji Muakkassa went inches too
high as it blasted off of the crossbar.
Because of the red card, Bates was
forced to play with just 10 players for
the remainder of regulation and both
ten-minute overtime periods. The dis¬
advantage put more pressure on the
Bobcat defense; however Watts and de¬
fenders Ben Trook TO and Peter Litwin
TO were able to keep the Jumbos away
from the Bates goal.
The men will travel to the Univer¬
sity of Southern Maine on Wednesday
to take on their in-state rivals in a non¬
conference game before traveling to
Williams College on Saturday.

Schuler
Shoots
'Em
Down,
Volleyball Spiked
Women's Golf Rolls to
by Conn, Wesleyan
Victory Behind Roller
KATIE BASH

STAFF WRITER

The Bates College Volleyball team
conceded a close 3-2 defeat to NESCAC
rival Wesleyan University last Saturday.
The loss came on the heels of the Bob¬
cats’ Friday night loss to another con¬
ference foe, Connecticut College. Both
matches were held in Middletown, CT
on Wesleyan’s home court.
Friday saw a close match, but the
Camels’ were able to edge out the Bob¬
cats in straight sets with scores of 2519, 25-19 and 25-23. Eliza Pyne T3 led
the Bobcats in both kills and blocks
with nine and three, respectively. Setter
Grace Haessler T2 continued her solid
play as she contributed a team-high 30
assists and two service aces. Nicole Rus¬
sell T3 and Co-Captain Liz Leberman
TO added 10 digs apiece as they desper¬
ately tried to take a set from the Camels.
The Bobcats came out firing as they
stayed close with the Camels through
much of the first two sets.
Unfortunately the Bobcats could
not stave off the offensive onslaught,

and Conn. College pulled away at the
end of each of those sets.
The two-set disadvantage did little
to rattle the Bobcat's confidence as
they came roaring back from an 18-7
deficit to trail 24-23 with the game on
the line. The Camels were able to
steal away the last point and take the
match in straight sets.
On Saturday, the women hoped to
better their outcome, and started off
strong. The team took a 15-1 lead in the
first set and eventually won in dominat¬
ing fashion, 25-13. They would drop the
second set before coming back to grab
the third set, 25-16.
Unfortunately, Wesleyan bounced
back with narrow victories in the
fourth and fifth sets - 25-23 and 1512, respectively. Haessler stepped up
again and contributed 48 assists for
the Bobcats, while Leberman had a
team-high 13 kills. Russell collected a
match-high 29 digs and Olivia Schow
T2 led the team in blocks with three,
and in service aces with six.
The Bobcats dropped to* a disap¬
pointing 0t4 in NESCAC play but hold
their winning record at 8-4 overall.

COREY HILL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The women’s golf team added an¬
other win to their streak as they con¬
tinued their undefeated season at the
UMF Women’s Invitational at Wilson
Lake Country Club in Wilton, Maine.
Meanwhile, the men’s squad played to
a lOth-place finish at the NESCAC Men’s
Qualifier at Waubeeka Golf Links in
Williamstown, Mass
The women’s strong performance
was headed by Brigid Dunn T2, Cap¬
tain Whitney Roller TO and Tessa Pals
T2, who swept the top three individual
spots, respectively.
Dunn and Roller played a com¬
manding game as they finished just one
stroke apart, shooting an 85 and 86, re¬
spectively. Pals rolled into third place at
13 strokes back.
“It was really great to see some of
our girls shooting in the 80’s for this
match,” said Roller. “We have won all of
our matches so far, but I know people

haven’t always been happy with their
scores. It was nice to walk away having
people feeling pretty good about the
way they played.”
The low scores pushed the Bobcats
to a dominating victoiy over Bowdoin
as they dropped the Polar Bears by 52
strokes, 381-433.
“If people can shoot the same or
better than we have been recently, I
think we have a good chance [at win¬
ning the championship],” said Roller.
The men’s team traveled to western
Massachusetts and played in its most
mportant match of the season - the NE¬
SCAC qualifier.
The tournament was a two-day affair
that scored golfers based on their com¬
bined play from Saturday and Sunday.
After weather delays pushed
the conclusion of round one to
Sunday morning, the Bobcats sat in
6th place position.
Captain Kurt Schuler TO led the
Bobcats with an impressive first round
score of 73 - good for 4th place out of
ajl^com£etitors__fhe^3_was^^season-^

low for Schuler.
In the second round Schuler shot a
79, dropping him down to 15th overall.
Despite the slide on day two, Schuler
shot a strong round against Bates’
toughest competition all season.
Mike Kelen ’ll and Jared Quenzel
T3 tied for 27th place with a combined
score of 157 for the two days.
Bates’ lone NF.SCAC All-Conference
player from last season, Lee Smith T2,
played his first match of 2009. Smith
had been out with Mononucleosis and
experienced mixed results throughout
the two-day tournament, ultimately fin¬
ishing in 45th position.
Unfortunately for the Bates men,
their second round play was not strong
enough to hold their day one result, and
they finished 10th place overall.
The Bobcats will refocus and try
to build from their mixed results
last weekend. They will use this
weekend’s Williams Invitational as a
tune-up for their next big match, the
Men’s NEIGA Championship, on Oc¬
tober 18th-20th.

